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Marshall revises
registration plan
By CONMECOX
An inclusive registration document will
replace the old forms students filled out
every semester when registering for
cluses. according to Robert H. Eddins.
registrar.
The new form. which will be used next
semester. will eliminate filling out the
same information every semester, he
aid. It also includes credid/no credit,
audit, and drop/add spaces.
The document will contain three
sections, he said. The first section
contains such basic information as
college. major, class, and adviser. This
information, if obtainable, is already
printed on the card for each student,
Eddins explained.
This section of the document is not
changeable by the student, Eddins said.
Information in this section must be
corrected in the registrar's office.
' This hisis notcollege,
to saymajor,
a student
cannotor
change
adviser,
whatever else he wishes, but he must do
so through the registrar's office. The
purpose is to give the university some
control in the change," Eddins said.
The second section contains students'
personal information, permanent and
local address, marital status, ethnic
background, and so forth, Eddins said.
This information is changeable by the
student and space for the correction is
pt'ovided on the form.
Up to this point on the form, all a
student must do is check the information
already printed, he explained. If it is
correct, he leaves it as it is. If it is
incorrect and in section one, the student
must report it to the registrar. If the
error is in section two, the student
corrects it himself, Eddins said.
Section three is for actual class
registration, Eddins said. Space is
provided for the class, section, day, time,

Regents' budget
includes 'arena'·

mstructor and room. Astudent is to fill
this out, sign the card, and turn it in if
pre-registering. In regular registration, a
student must pick up the class cards, list
them on the registration document, sign
it and turn it in, he said.
The third section of the document also
contains spaces for credit/no credit,
audit. and drop/add, Eddins said. If a
student wishes to take aclass under one
of these options, or to add or drop a
class, he merely checks the appropriate
box, he said.
Students not currently enrolled in the
university should immediately fill out a
re-entry form found in the schedule of
classes, Eddins said. This will allow a
registration document to be prepared for
the returning students, he explained.
The new registration· forms will be
distributed- alphabetically \Il .M.~n:iorial
Student Center lobby for regular registra- tion, Eddins said. The forms also will be
distributed for drop/add after the first
day of classes, he added. Students must
have their registration document and I.D.
to be admitted to eitber regular
registration or drop/add, he said.
Students with financial obligations
must pie~ up their documents in the
finance office after the obligation is taken
care of, Eddins said.
Students ineligible to return for other
reasons must obtain documents from
their academic deans, if the. students are
determined elfgible for admission, he
added.
"There actually has been no real
change in the registration procedure, only
in the document," Eddins said.
"Registration is being made easier for
everyone concerned."
"The whole purpose of the change is to
make registration a simpler process for
the student and to give abetter method
of record to the university."

Gettin' the message across

Nelson restates need
for student BOR vote

By TOM MARINE
State Sen. Robert N. Nelson, D-Cabell,
says he is still in favor of abill calling for a
student full-time voting member on the
Board of Regents (DOR).
Nelson, who had submitted abill to the
West Virginia Legislature calling for the
student DOR member, said he may
re-submit abill soon to replace the one that
was vetoed.
At Concord College Saturday, Nelson
poke to the West Virginia Student
Government Association along with Dr.
Ben L. Morton, chancellor of the DOR.
Speaking on the future of higher
education in West Virginia, Morton said he
does not necessarily oppose a student
voting member on the DOR, but deemed it
not beneficial to the students.
The DOR would be serving special
interests groups if astudent were avoting
member, Morton said. This eventually
would lead to the board appointing
representatives for staff, administrators,
faculty, etc., Morton explained.
Another speaker heard by the association was West Virginia Delegate Jim
McNeely.
McNeely proposed to the association an
organized boycott of the Snowshoe Ski

No amount specifie.d

Resort. Mc,Neely claims Snowshoe'would
like to make the resort ayear round facility
by damming the Greenbriar River and
making alake.
This would wipe out homes and disrupt
the habitat, McNeely explained.
Final topic discussed at the conference
was student rights.
"I feel very strongly that Marshall
students are having their rights trampled
concerning dorm life," explained MU
Student Body Vice President Richard W.
Ramell, Nitro junior and conference
attendant.
The administration has no right to force
students to live in the dormitories their
first two years, Ramell said.
Before astudent can be required to live
in the dormitory, dormitory life must be
proven to be an educational experience,
Ramell explained: Ramell said he doubted
Marshall could prove that dormitory life
was such an experience.
The WVSGA reviewed aplan which will
call for aStatewide Review Committee for
the insurance of student rights.
Further discussions on student rights
will be on the agenda for the next meeting
to be on Marshall's campus Jan. 28,
Ramell said.

The graduate assistants of speech Just
can't seem to get away from speech education even for the
holidays. Their message to everyone ls "Merry
Communications."

adn■■da
Today will be cold and cloudy with a
high of 32. The low tonight is expected
to be 10. There is a40 per cent chance
of precipitation. Thursday will be clear
and cold with ahigh near 32.
Today's edition is the final Parthenon for the fall semester. Next
semester's editors will be back in the
Parthenon office Jan. 12, and the first
publication date is Jan. 18. The fall
staff wishes the Marshall community a
merry Christmas and happy new year.
s Christmas time at MU. Paaes 4,
s. It'Susan
Imbert may have been on the

right track, but it didn't do her any
good. Page 6.
Marshall has a celebrity. Jimmy
Carter is scheduled to graduate from
Marshall in May. Page 6.
The Herd hopes to thunder back into
the win column this weekend in the 10th
annual ~arshall Memorial Invitational
Tournament. Page 8.

For 'cold' cash.

Ted Faller

Photo by DAN SHREVE

By GEOFF DILLS
Ted Fuller is going to spend final exam week
out in the cold.
Take aguess why he wants ice hanging from his
nose.
Salvation Army? No.
Directing traffic? Nop,e.
_
Got kicked out of his apartment? Wrong again.
Ted wants to make money by selling Christmas
trees.
Last year Ted, now a Huntington senior, and
some friends threw some cash together, borrowed
atruck and took off. It took them nine hours to
get where they were headed--West Olive, Mich.
The trio took $2,000 and bought 525 trees. The
trees were all six to seven feet tall. This year they
planned to use $3,000 to buy 750 trees in all
sizes, but the nursery could only supply 625.
The problem of where to put the trees was
easily solved when one of the partners, Mark Ellis,
got permission from his father to use alot he owns
at Fifth Avenue and Second Street. The other
partner, Sam Hood, borrowed a truck from his
father.
Hood has adegree from Marshall and Ellis is a
former student.
After the trees are unloaded, the cosmetics are
applied. Colored lights are strung, and an old
pole decoration which used to hang downtown
along with hundreds just like it is set up. Astereo
is hooked up and the first Christmas carols come
blaring out. They're all set for business.

■

■

B~ staff and Associated Press
The Board of Regents Tuesday included in its budget request for 1977-78
monies for the proposed multipurpose
facility at Marshall.
The request, to be sent to the state
legislature, asked for S21.1 million for
college and university capitol investments, but did not specify any amount for
the facility. Afinal recommendation on
the size and location is expected to be
made to the Regents next month by a
consulting firm, Sverdrup and Parcel.
Student Body President Tom Searls,
Marmet seuior, said the Board's action
means the facility will be built.
"This means more or less there will be
.a"Where,
multipurpose facility,'' Searls said.
though, is the question."
Marshall's proposal for the facility,
submitted to the Board last June, called
for a 225,000 squsire foot facility to be
built between 3½ and 4½ alleys east of
20th Street, while Sverdrup and Parcel
call for a204,000 square foot building.
The St. Louis based firm was also
authori~ed Tuesday to continue in its
study of alternate sites for the facility.
In other action Tuesday, the Regents: .
-Named Dr. William K. Simmons
president of Glenville State College.
-Accepted a gift of 15 acres of land
adjacent to its site for a proposed new
Southern West Virginia Community
College campus in Logan. The gift, from
Luther Mounts, was valued at $33,000.
· -Was told that when it accepts a563.6
million federal grant to build phase two
of the Personal Rapid Transit System at
West Virginia University, it will also have
an obligation to operate the system for a
20-year period.
-Approved new programs in business

management and court reporting at the
Huntington College of Business.
-Ordered rules and regulations be
drafted to govern distribution of scholarships under a state tuition wai~rr
program with an eye toward curbing the
number going to out of state students.
-Commended Concord College President Dr. Meredith N. Freeman for taking
time to visit classes on campus Board
President Edward Greene said he felt
more college and universitv presidents
should be doing that.
In addition to the 521. I million capitol
improvement request, the Board also wtll
seek legislative approval for spcndmg
another Sl 1.5 million from a special
revenue fund for still oth~r renovation
projects. That fund comes from fees
charged students attending state college~
and universities.
The bulk of the capitol improvement
funds will go to West Virginia Unhers1tv,
including S9.9 million for the medical
center and $7.7 million for other projects
on that campus.
Board member Dr. F.l. olair of
Parkersburg was successful in getting the
board to include money in the request to
expand clinical facilities at the WVU
Medical Center.
Such afacility could cost as much a,;
S10 million and Chancellor Ben Morton
opposed the proposal on grounds th
facilities were not needed at Morgan
town.
Blair said the clinks at th~ med1,cal
center serve patients from 35 counties
and that the current facilities are "totall~
inadequate." He said patients a1e
"herded in and piled up" and that
medical staff members have to work in an
environment not conducive to medical
education.

.

Admission committee to be namecJ

176apply to med school

By ROBERTA PIGNATO
Marshall University's School of Medicine and Associated Health Professions has
received 176 applications for admission to
the first medical school class scheduled to
begin in September, according to Paul H.
Collins, executive assistant to the dean of
the medical school.
Collins said Thursday the medical
school's admissions committee will be
appointed this month. At that time, the
committee will begin reviewing applications, he said. Collins said the school plans
to admit 24 students.
Students will be admitted on atentative
basis only until the medical school receives
provisional accreditation from the Liaison
Committee on Medical Education (LCME),
Collins said.
The LCME meets only two more
times--in February and June--before the
scheduled opening of the medical school,
Collins said. Provisional accreditation for
MU's medical school will not be reviewed
until the June meeting, he said.
'' Acommittee will be appointed to
prepare the necessary report for presentation to the LCME in June," Collins said.

The committee will be appointed by Dr.
Robert W. Coon, dean of the medical
school, but preparation of the report will be
an "all hands effort," Collins said.
"The committee (LCME accreditation
committee) will come here for visitation in
March or April," Collins said.
Of the 176 applicaflf~, Collins said 79 are
residents of West Virginia and 67 are
non-residents. Legal residence of the
remaining 30 applicants has not been
established, he said.
"Some of these have a West Virginia
address but have sent transcripts from
schools outside the state," he said. In
other cases, transcripts have been received
without completed applications, he said.
Collins said it is not known at this time
how many applicants are students or
graduates of MU. •'A number of the
applicants have transcripts from MU, but
this is not an indication they graduated
from MU or are currently students at
MJJ," he said.
Looking at the list of student applicants,
Collins said approximately 32 are women.
"This is not adefinite total, because you

·can't always tell from first names which are
women," he said.
Collins said aperson will be hired to
prepare profiles and statistical information
on the applicants for the admissions
committee.
Students will be selected on the basis of
scores on the Medical College Admissions
Test, grade point average, references and
personal interview, Collins said.
"The Interview is avery important part
of the selection process," he said. "I
guess we would have to interview a
minimum of 100. No student will be
admitted without an internew.''
Anumber of intervh.:wers will b..,
identified by the. medical school officials,
he said. Medical school offi~ials,
university faculty members, medical school
faculty, and physicians in the community
will conduct interviews.
"No one person will make the final
decision about whether an applicant is
admitted. The admissions committee will
make the final determination.'' Collins
said,
Deadline for applications to the medical
school is Feb. 1.

Student braves weather on Christmas tree lot

For three weeks. the partners take turns
manning the lot. Last year they started just one
person at a time. After a run-in with some
"red-necked drunks," as Ted calls them, they
decided the buddy system was better.
Ted isn't exactly an easy pu;hover for anyone.
He is six foot, three inches tall and has a
lumberjack look. The thick black mustache on the
wide, good-looking face combine with the clear
blue eyes to give him an All-American boy look,
something he hopes to use to his advantage selling
trees.
During the three weeks, he says he plans to
grow back his beard for two reasons. First, he
says, because the cold chaps his face. And
second, it adds to the outdoors-lumberjack look.
Sometimes strange things happen, Ted says,
when you're selling Christmas trees. Once last
year when the thermometer took a plunge, an
off-duty policeman walked up and bought a tree
which hadn't been unwrapped from the plastic
used for shipping.
That incident doesn't seem strange until you
find out the man was wearing shorts, aT-shirt and
apair of sandals with no socks.
One customer brought her dog which used the
lot for asandbox, Ted says. She tried to get them
to come down in price, but they just couldn't come
to terms. After repeated visits, the dog leaving a
reminder each time, she finally showed UR two
days before they closed the lot. Ted says he was
so sick of seeing her he gave her a price she
couldn't refuse...and she didn't.

Ted says they might have made a dollar profit
on the sale. That is, until she asked if they would
deliver it. "Since we openly offered to deliver
trees free, I couldn't refuse her. So I had to go
out and ·bum up the profits delivering her tree,"
Ted says with his eyebrows curling in disgust.
Lowering prices is something they don't like to
do, Ted says, since it is a partnership.
Particularly when friends want agood deal.
Some people got excellent deals last year, when
at the last moment they literally gave them away.
Ted says people came who looked like they
couldn't afford even a small tree, and since the
trees wouldn't be worth a dime after Christmas,
they let the people have them. But he emphasizes
that it's not the best way to tree hunt since most
good trees are gone.
For shelter, one of the partners borrowed a
trailer from his parents and put it on the lot.
Before the electricity was hooked up for heat last
year, they had to rely on the stove's burner to
keep them warm.
"With enough blankets you could get to sleep,"
Ted says. "I woke up about three in the morning
one time and Ithought 'Man, it's cold in here.' I
sat up in bed and checked to see if Icould see my
breath. It must have shot the length of the trailer.
You could cut it with aknife."
"The propane had run out."
When Ted's not smothered with blankets, he's
outside, waiting for customers.
Even when customers come, Ted says he still
does alot of standing around, waiting. He says

most people prefer to look by themselves and only
ask for help when they want aprice. If they like a
tree, they usually pay the asking price and Ted
says all that's left for him is carrying it to their
car.
Ted says it's difficult to keep clean while selling
trees. "In order to shower once aday, I'll take an
hour and run over to the YMCA to cleon up. But
I'm no sooner back on the job than I'm filthy
again."
When you add up all the benefits and
drawbacks, it's still worth it, Ted says. He won't
say how much green stuff (not unsold trees) he
took home last year, but he does say he couldn't
make nearly as much money doing conventional
college student jobs.
This year, Ted says he hopes to clear SO per
cent above his $1,000 investment, which means he
would make SSOO.
Money isn't the only thing Ted likes about his
line of holiday work. He says it is agreat feeling
to be your own boss, work your own hours and be
able to do what you want.
It's also fun, he says. They keep a batch of
beer at times, to teep warm, of couriie. Families
will come and many times the husband will stand
around the fire with Ted and "shoot the breeze"
while the wife and kids hunt for "the perfect
tree.''
And when it's finally over, the lot cleaned up
and the money in the banll. Ted will head
home ...to asteaming hot tub of water.

•

•
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Afinals carol

As he came out of the 1:hrary door.,
Fred Sturdlc,· heard the voung waif of a
freshman sa~·. "Borrow ·your chemistry
notes. sir'!"
"Get ;rna, from me," Fred grumhlcd.
"Bnt ,ir ... the urchin pleaded. "It's
finals ...
"Finah ... Fred spat disgustedh·. "Bah.
humbug!"
Fred Sturdlcy. Marshall senior. had
neYcr studied for a test in his life. let
alone a final. It was not that he was
cxtraordinarilv smart. it's just that he
was one of the great cheaters of all times.
And ht· was ruthless.
Tomorrow was afinals dav and already
he had turned awav avirtuai multitude of
people begging fo-r his notes. his study
methods. anything to make themselves as
smart as that 'brilliant student.· Fred
Sturdlev.
"Tht'.v·rc all fools," he thought. "A
humbug on finals and a double humbug
on studying."
EYen though he had an eight o'clock
final tht next morning. Fred stayed up.
ate piaa and Koogle, and watched all of
the Tomorrow show. As Tom Snyder's
smiling face finally faded into blackness,
Fred faded into sleep.
He suddenly awakened to the sound of
soml'one pou~dmg on the buttons of a
calculator. He sat up. wiped the sleep
from his eyes and peered at the desk.
"Who are you?" Fred asked.
The body· turned in the chair and
glared spookily at him.
"G-G-Gaylord Fagenbottom, my roommate from· last year.·· Fred stammered
out. "But. but, you flunked out."
"Yes. Fred Sturdley," moaned Gaylord. "I did not learn my lesson about
studying for finals .... we were a lot
alike."
"No we weren't ... !hated your guts.''
"Shut up. In order to save you from
this fate .. .'' he rattled the crib sheets
that
neck you,
and arms
on
chains,hung"Inaround
order his
to save
you are
going to be visited by three spirits. Heed
their words. or ... you will pay ... "
"Speaking of paying, Gaylord, you still
owe me five bucks .. .''
But it was too late... Fagenbottom had
vanished.
The clock showed one a.m. when
Sturdley awoke to see the first spirit
standing by his bed. It was a
fcmalc ...her hair in a pony tail: dressed
in bobby socks, saddle oxfords, and a
pleated skirt, with ahuge wad of gum in
her mouth.
"Wh-Who are you?" stammered Fred.
"I-uh am duh ghost of finals past,
pops," she said, chomping through her

Clint
McElroy
gum. ··Take my hand and don't try
amthing ... Idon't want no hickies.''
Suddenly they were in a little class
room.
"This is my· old school." Fred said
happily. "This is my eighth grade class.
Look. there's Bobby Tranquility. He
used to beat me up nearly every day.
The little creep!" Fred swung his fist at
the hood's nose but it went right through
it.
"Wha-?"
··We"re ghosts you stupid shmuck,"
the ghost chided. ' They can't see us."
"Hcv. there's me!" Fred cried.
"Gee,: look at th.at complexion.''
The spirit of finals past started to
laugh. "Looks like somebody danced on
your face with golf shoes!"
The children began putting away their
books and getting ready for a test. Five
minutes into the exam, Bobby Tranquility
punched the young Sturdley on the arm
and the zit-ridden Fred handed him a
piece of paper.
"What's that?" the older Sturdley
asked.
"It's a cheat sheet ... it's got all the
answers. He threatened to beat you up if
you didn't help him cheat.''
"Ycah ... and I discovered how easy it
was.
"Well, pimples .. .''
.. Please ... "
"Oh, yeah. weH, my time's up ...
Suddenly they were back in Sturdley's
room. "See ya later, 'alligator."
Fred was turniqg around and getting
ready to shrug the, whole thing off as a
nightmare when tfte second apparition
appeared. This was a male, perhaps ...
dressed in apink chiffon shirt and lavender tights. He also spoke with alisp.
"I am the ghotht of finalth pretnent,"
he breathed, dabbing at his face with a
lace hanky. "Take my hand and we will
continue your journey."
Fred looked at him apprehensively ...
"You 're kidding.'
They materialized irr a dorm room,
almost exactly like Fred's except this one
was littered with books, notes, and
bottles of No-Doz. Fred looked up at the
figure hunched over the paraphenalia.
•'It's that freshman who wanted my
notes outside the library. It looks like
he's studying his nose off!"

"Yl'th. he ith indeed. And hc•th been
thtudying for thl' pat ht thix hourth. He 'II
kl'ep on thtudying for another thix right
up until clath time.''
.. Poor kid.''
"Don't you feel thorry for him?"
"No. I don·t feel thor-... er, sorry for
him. It's not my fault he doesn't know
ho\, to pass atest."
"Well. m~· timc'th almotht up. Lthen,
we thtill have a couple of minuteth ...I
know thith nithc little plathe ... "
Fred threw apunch at him.
Suddenly Fred reappeared in his room.
and the punch that had been aimed for
the ghosts's nose crashed into the door.
"Tch. tch ... " said the ghost materializing behind him. "Well, I really feel
thorry for you. You didn't learn your
lcthon and now you'll have to go with the
ghoth of finalth yet to come. And he 'th
the motht frightening, motht horrible,
motht terrifying thpirit of all ... in a chute
thort of way." Then we was gone.
Fred turned around and there was the
third ghost. He was tall and thin and
looked just like that philosophy teacher
that used to scare Fred to death. He was
dressed all in black and he had a
spooky-looking briefcase that Fred knew
was bulging with evil things like
computer cards and essay tests.
Sturdley started to speak but a swift
movement of the ghost's bony hand
silenced him. Then they were gone.
They reappeared in the dean's office.
It was dark ·and empty and Fred was
afraid.
"Why arc we here?"
The ghost said nothing, it only pointed
to abulletin board on which was a xerox
copy of some sort of document.
"No!" cried Fred. "I know what it is!
Spirit, is thb the view of finals that will
be, or finals that might be?" No
answer ... Only the hand pointing.
Reluctantly, Fred looked.
It was a notice of expulsion from the
university ... and the name on it was ......
Fred Sturdley!
Fred awoke screaming: he was back in
his bed.
"It was only a dream!" he cried
happily. ''I'm still in school ...!didn't get
expelled for cheating!"
He leaped to his desk. "And I won't
get expelled for cheating either...from
now on I'm going to study and study and
study!!!"
And he did study very hard and
forevermore refrained from cheating in
any way, shape, or form.
And he lived happily ever after ...
except for the fact that he flunked all six
finals and had to drop out of school.

Letters ta the edita
Thumbs down on Farrell story

Usuallv I feel that The
Bert Parks participates
Partheno~ '~ reporting i, more which
year, as head auctioneer;
than adequate, for a university every
but
the
archaic cattle-judging
newspaper. Concerning the arare subject to each and
ticle covering Dr. Warren Far- women
day. Of course it's,
rell's lecture, I feel the Par- every
"Kind of nice to have people
thenon fell far short of its jour-' look
at you and a,pprove;" but
nalistic dutv.
of those who aren't looked
'Ido beli~ve someone of Ms. what
at
with approval. In the future
Cumming's obvious mtelltgence "muscles"
will fall, and the
and talent could. and should approval might
not come so
have taken aless condescending
and superficial view towards an easily.
When
a
cow
event. which, while humourous bon, one feelswinsprideablue-ribon the surface, had as its ownership, not pride inin the
foundation, the very serious animal: after all it is merely the
the
purpose of showing the elemen- result of the owner's labour.
tal attitudes which have kept, The
animal. unable to win more
and will keep women from contests,
led off to be bred;
equality; and men from free- producingismore
prize winning
dom.
As well as presenting Mr. stock.
Equally,
the
used
Miller's comments, perhaps by the women, language
which
shocked
those of Dr. Farrell would also Mr. Miller so, merely shows
the
have ~iven a more complete conforming pressure which
paralleling of views; between a forces
men (who are normally in
"Marlboro man," and a man judging
position)
to
say,
and
who has evolved beyond mascueventually belinity. Anyone having read Dr. consPquently,
in the fundamental inferFarrell's book would have been lieve
of the "pretty girls."
able to see the purpose behind iority
I
find
it
sad
that
the contest
this "beauty contest."
not taken seriously.
. It was not meant to represent was
Perhaps
if
it
had
with
the archaic cattle-judging in even one moment'sbeen,
reflection,
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.the entire evening would have
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Huntington, W.Va.
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236-94-6629

Pinstripe
pros 18S
Dear Editor:
Must loyal baseball fans sit
back and watch George Steinbrenner prostitute the pinstripe? I think that the free
agent draft and mongers like
Steinbrenner have to be shut
down. We need someone to
break-up this ruthicss brawl,
but who? King Kuhn aborted
Charlie O's dabbling in such
an enterprising game, but now
he gives Steinbrenner and
others license to make the
same plays. Enough is
enough!
I just cannot understand it.
Where did those damn Yankees get over six million dollars
to blow on three has-wases:
Gullet, .Jackson, and Wynn?
Unless Iam mistaken, Yankee
Stadium was just rennovated.
Unless I am wrong, New York
City is bankrupt. From where
did this draft graft come?
Perhaps the fans will pick up
this six-million-plus-dollar tab.
Perhaps indeed!
I understand that Steinbrenner has managed to raise
sixty-nine million dollars to
exume and sign to contract Lou
Gehrig.
Someone has to <;oon strip
Steinbrenner of his power
before he turns "The House
that Ruth Built" into a
swinging brothel, and tickets to
the ballbames become twenty
dollars athrow.
Petered out,
I. Ratefan
Graduate Student

Sell your textbooks to Stationers,
and get the extra cash. We buy back all
textbooks that are currently in print.
~O %given on all texts used
the following Semester.
Also remember to use Stationers' Convenient
Textbook Res,rvation. Form on page of this issue.

1945 5th Ave. Ph. 525-7676
Weekdays 8-9
Saturdays 9-5

THE AUDIO
PEOPLE

THE AUDIO
PEOPLE
1010 THIRD AVENUE, DOWNTOWN HUNTINGTON - PHONE 697-4211

BIISESIII

LOOKS MILD-MANNERED,
SOUNDS SUPER.

G
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YOUR EXCLUSIVE
BOSE DEALER
IN THE TRI-STATE

SPECIAL
RECORD
SAYINGS
REG. LIST 56.98
NOW

s4_1,

MONTROSE-

JUMP ON n
JAMES TAYLORGREATEST HRS
JACKSON BROWNE-

Dsmooth,
Concealed beextended highs
neath the tweedy
from two 3½-inch
brown grille cloth
angled tweeters,
of the amazing Bose
501 is asuper-sounding speaker full stereo effect almost anythat gives you:
where in your listening room,
the realism and spaciousness legendary Bose quality,
unique to agenuine Bose Direct/ aprice tag well below what
you'd expect.
Reflecting "speaker,
Come in soon and listen to
lots of powerful, clean bass
the 501 leap afew tall buildings.
from a10-inch woofer,
□

□

□

□
□

MICHAEL MURPHEYFLOWINI FREE
FOREVER

CHRISTMAS ALBUMS
AND I-TRACKS
NOW
ALSO SALE
PRICEDIII
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MU Credit Union
looking for ad ideas
If you have nothing to do over
the Christmas vacation, put
your creativity to work. It could
earn you up to S25.
The MU Credit Unfon ·is
trying to generate ideas, designs, and copy that will help
promote its services to MU
employes, according to Dr.
Thomas S. Bishop, associate
professor of marketing, and
member of the board of
directors for the credit union.
To get these ideas in motion,
the MU Credit Union is
sponsoring an advertising campaign contest. The contest is
open to all students, faculty and
staff.

iliili
I

First prize winner receives
$25, second prize SlO. and third
prize $5.
Deadline for all entries is Jan.
15, 1976, Bishop said. Pri~es
will be awarded Feb. l, 1977.
Bishop said he believes the
most effective advertising strategy should provide information
regarding services and benefits;
promote the image of th~ credit
union as being friendly, helpful
and concerned; and work to
develop identification among
the staff and faculty members.
Bishop may be contacted at
696-2313 for contest rules,
guidelines to be followed and
basic facts for the campaign.

F'AOlil)f
GLOIY•

'HTheard
Times' to be shown
Cinema Arts committee Nancy Hindsley, director of stu-

will present Hard Times, Friday dentTheactivities.
setting is New Orleans,
1933, and stars Charles BronJan. 14 to kick off the spring son,
James Coburn, Jill Ireland.
movie schedule, according to

Paul Jennings

Marshall's 'music man'
makes merry melodies

ToWers residents to
get new mailboxes

of Twin Towers Myers said because more
fsidents
(TTE) should have new mailboxes in TTE are broken
boxes when they return than in TTW, East will get the

the Christmas vacation,
'n ren S. Myers, director of
·ing, said.
II, yers said the mailboxes
h been ordered, and if they
eon schedule, they will be
K lied over the semester
k.
1' in Towers East's new
boxes will have combination
rather than keys to open
t .
yers said he knows many of
mailboxes in TTE and Twin
~ ers West (TTW) havPa"'leen
ro en for quite awhile. 'tfe said
t e problem in getting them
is the keys needed to
them are no longer
Q uced. It is difficult to fiad
r s to repair the brolzfl.fl
boxes.
f,

~

ork to begin
art gallery

onstruction on the Smith
I Art Gallery will begin in
uary and the outer shell
uld be completed by midruary, according to Karl J.
natoff, director of physical
nt operations.
he gallery will be located in
Smith Hall plaza, adjacent
the lounge.
It is presently up for bid for
nstructioh, he said, and the
ntract should be awarded by
efirst of January. Construcn will then begin and the
ell of the gallery should be
mpleted by February 15.
Marshall's maintenance crew
ill then complete the inside of
e shell, and the gallery
~hould be ready by early April,
fgnatoff said.

new combination-lock mailboxes.
The usable parts taken from
the mailboxes in TTE will be
kept to repair the broken
mailboxes in TTW, Myers said.

Report identifies
Marshall needs

Space measurements have
been made of Marshall's buildings as part of a periodic
report to the Board of Regents,
according t? Karl J. Egnatoff,
director of '>hysical plant operations.
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare requires each institution·to prepare an inventory of its
facilities in conjunction with
other reports, Egnatoff said.
The purpose of the report is
to identify the needs of
Marshall, Egnatoff said. It
updat.es Marshall's inventory
for presentation to the Board of
Regents.

More parking
to be available

About 200 parking spaces
west of the Sandwich Isle will
be paved and available 1,Jy
January, said Karl J. Egnatoff,
director of physical plant operations.
Additional parking for dormitory students will be available
on the south side of Third
Avenue between 20th and 21st
Streets after the land is cleared
in the near future, he added.

Featuring: Groceries
Party Snacks
Legal Beverages

TENE
MART·
Open 7am til Midnight
525 20th Street

arrangers in the country, and
By LYNN SCAGGS
Paul Jennings can be aBach I'm sure we will hear great
or a Bacharach, a Sousa or a things about his arrangements
in years to come."
Barry Manilow.
Jennings, MU staff arranger, Tony Dingess, Logan junior
is the primary arranger for the and marching band member,
MU Marching Band and the thought "Boogie Fever" was
Uni~ersity Singers, and also one of Jennings' better ararranges some music for the rangements. "I really thought
Symphonic Choir and the Paul's arrangement of "Boogie
Fever" was one of his best,"
Symphonic Band.
For this year's Marching Dingess said.
Band, Jennings arranged the Jennings also arranges and
homecoming show tunes, in- plays piano for the University
cluding "Boogie Fe,ver," Singers, directed by J.D. Fol"Lally," "Beethovan's Fifth," som. He has arranged the
and "Bohemian Rhapsody." singers New Year's show to be
He also arranged the band performed at the Greenbrier
turn~s "That's The Way I like Dec. 31.
It," "Theme From Swat,"
"Happy Daze," "This Is My The arrangements for the
Country," "And Now For A show include "Bandstand
Word," "Welcome Back," and Boogie," "Day by Day,"
"Got To Get You Into My "South American Get Away,"
and "Gypsy Medley."
Life."
Marching Band Director 1Folsom said Jennings is very
to him. "We (the
Richard W. Lemke says Jen- helpful
Singers) couldn't do the unusnings has helped the band and ual
arrangements without Paul.
him. Lemke said Jennings
helped him get acquainted with He is an excellent arranger,
and the university is very
the music department and the fortunate
to have him."
University.
"As new director of bands, "I think Jennings is a
talented musician and an
Paul was atremendous help in excellent
arranger," Carolyn
helping me to come oriented to
my new position," Lemke said. Shank, St. Albans freshman
"Paul's arrangements for the and University Singer member
marching band helped to make commented. ' The singers
this a successful season. I would be nothing without
would say Paul is among the Paul."
top three or four young Jennings arranges profes-

sionally for other colleges, high
schools, and proft;ssional
groups. His arrangements are
performed in 30 different
states.
Jennings is musical director
and writer of "Capers," alocal
variety show. He also wrote
and directed Lawrence County
Ohio's outdoor drama "Birth of
Dixie."
Jennings is currently playing
piano for the new local group,
"Spice." The group consists
of five members and does a
variety of music including
everything fronl jazz to poprock.
Jennings received his B.A.
degree in music education from
Marshall in 1970 and has
served on Marshall's full-time
staff for four years. He is
currently working towards his
M.A. degree at Marshall in
music composition and theory
under Dr. Paul Whear, professor of music. He is writing a,
science fiction opera entitled
"Elysea"
Jenningsfor his
saidthesis.
he works
60-80 hours a week but really
likes his work. "I enjoy the
job, because it's a chance to
get paid for work Ireally enjoy
doing. I probably enjoy the
work more than most people do
that work from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. It's akick to write music
and have a•choir right here to
play it.':

Stationers
Ma.ke Your Reservation
Now!!!
Spring Term 1977

ARE YOU Tl RED OF BEi NG THE LAST IN
LINE ONLY TO FIND OUT THAT BOTH
BOOKSTORES HAVE SOLD OUT 1<;)F THE TEXT,
YOU NEEDED?
WELL, PUT AN END TO THAT BY Fl LLI NG
OUT STATIONER'S TEXTBOOK RESERVATION
FOR BOTH TERMS, AND ENJOY YOUR
VACATION KNOWING YOUR TEXTBOOKS WILL
BE WAITING WHEN YOU RETURN TO CAMPUS.

Textbook Reservation.
JUST MAIL IN OR BRING BY THE
COMPLETED RESERVATION BLANK.

Our Advent-Rotel- U)O(!)" System
Sounds Like AMillion
But Costs s439oo.

1945 5th Avenue
Phone: 525-7676
Thanks to aremarkable new speaker from Advent, we can offer areally
fine stereo system for aprice that usually brings something with highly
forgettable sound.
The new Advent/2w's are acoustic-suspension speakers with amazingly
detailed, satisfying, wide-range sound. They are the first low-cost speakers
that can -do full justice to music, and their compact size is as easy to take
as their price. We think you'll find them genuinely amazing.
To drive them, we've picked the Rotel RX 202 stereo receiver. It's a
fine unit with clean, low-distortion output, full control features, and
excellent AM and FM reception.
The record player is the B·I ·C 920 automatic tuntable with
Shure cartridge and diamond stylus. It will take care of your
records but not let them get away with their sound unexplored.
Our $439.00 system price saves you enough for an awful lot of latenight snacks at Jim's Steak House.
So don't deny yourself any longer. You look like the kind of person
who deserves something wonderful.
1253 3rd Ave. Huntlngtor
HOURS:
603 Brooks St. Charleston
10 to 9Monday
10 to 6Tues thru Sat.
Sundays 1to 6thru
Christmas

1•!

rd

\the
hi- ti .ei~
· · center

10 to 6
10 to 8Mon. &Fri.

Reserve Now!!!

IF YOU THINK AGOOD STEREO
SYSTEM HAS TO COST THE EARTH
AND SKY, THINK AGAIN!

Gru'!- financing avai/al,/e,

1006 l0tl·
Street
Christmas Hours:

,

OPEN:
Weekdays 8-9
Sat. 9-5

Spring Term 1977
SECTION

COURSE

INSTRU.

SECTION

-

COURSE

--

INSTRU.

- Books picked up byl
IRetum by Jan. 12.
1Janu~
15th
Name ______________
Address-------------=---------------[Zip]
[City]
[State]
Please Print

Campus

Address ------------------;::::==========.

Phone
Home: ___________
Campus: __________

Signature

DCHECK
·Go,,JUsedONE ABOVE
DNew

Christmas day
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Bv JOHN R. MULLENS
The typi~al Christmas story .Christmas
morning un l-lun!lngtun·s south side.
I vear-1,ld Tommv awakens bright and
ear.Iv. lk rouses his )Ounger brother and
togethLr thl') tr) in vain to stir their
parent,. Failing the\ run downstairs
where their multicolored Christmas presents lie under the tree.
tht ir mot hl'r and fath ·r come downstairs mtime to sec the boys engulfed in
an 0l'can of hrilliantl\' colored paper. The
bovs· smiles arc brighter than the paper.
lheir 1,rnghtcr and "oohs ...ind · aahs ..
re louder than the boisterous noise of
till Ull\\ rappmg presents. The rest of the
da\ i, filled with the familv love and
sharing Christmas is all about.
.and a not so tvpical Christmas
rnorn ing on Hunt mg ton·" west side.
"hen· 1.5 ,car-old J D. will sleep until
noon He ·has no parents to awaken. He
will walk downstairs to join his two
s1,ters and the other children and
IL'enagers of the Cammack Children ·s

Centl'T. They will open their presents
and create the ocean of paper. No
parenh will come to hear their "oohs"
and "aahs." but they will be just as loud
as Tomnw and his brother.
.I. D. is· luckier than many of children at
1tu:. center--he has two sisters to share
Christmas with.
"h's not as good as a Christmas at
home." says the green-eyed. brown-haired J.D .. "but they (the center) do agood
job."
For the past five years. J.D. has spent
Christmas in the center. "l do miss
sharing Christmas with my whole
family," J.D. says in aserious tone, "but
that can ·t be helped. I guess--more or
lcss--l'm luckier than most of the 'kids
here. 1do have mv sisters."
J. D.. who son;cday hopes to play
tight-end for Marshall's football team,
described the t·cntcr on Christmas day as
having more of a friendly atmosphere
than afamilv one. •
"It's nice· though," J.D. quickly adds,

Presents, but no mom and dad...

"because II 1s probahh a hcttcr Chnst- .-,;_ vcn: · In addition to his sisters at the in tclc~ 1sion programming, says many
J.D. has one brother and one children at the center will spend holidays
mas than most of the kids would have at center,
sister in adopted homes.
with relatives. "But I'm happy here,"
home:"
he adds.
"Christmas really doesn't have special "We'll have a nice Christmas dinner.
We 'II have turkey and ham and the usual
J. D. was born in Sacramento, Calif., meaning to me anymore," he says. "It's things
you would have at home. And
Just
another
holiday
when
there
is
no
and moved to Huntington when he was
ll have our presents. too."
live. "I don't remember what my father school and I can sleep late. It's not we'Children
at the center compile "want
l,>okcd like," J. D. says with no bitterness because I'm here at the center. It's just lists" and submit
them to the director.
in his voice. 'Tm told he was a'boozer.· because I'm getting older."
presents are bought by volunteers
My IT'Other Willkcc! out on us when I was' .!-D., who. also wants t9 pu~s_ue a.<:areer • The
\l,hO'~pend approximately 550;.,acmrdingto George Tinisman, Cammack director.
This year. J.D. has added a juni;)r high
school football jacket, hikinµ hoots, and a
"Here they will help you with your problems, and
few other things to his list, he says as a
smile breaks across his face. ·
"It's not like we don't have a
they help you grow up. Sometimes out in ahome Christmas.'
: J.D. says as he points to the
center'
s pine-tree Christmas wreaths.
they hover over you so much you can't grow up." along
"We have one tree in each dormitory,
with the other decorations. The
center really does a good job in making
-J.D.
sure each one of us has a good
Christmas.''

...and others dream of dolls

It's adog's life for
stranded canine

Umm ... mm ... m, I want a
... dolly and a... stroller and
a... tricycle and ... anything Santa wants to bring me!
Sound familiar? The days of
dolls, strollers and tricycles
have been replaced with stereos, albums and sports cars-for
most Marshall students. But,
there are several three-year olds
•on campus who want toys for
Christmas.
Students at Marshall's Nursery School were asked, "What
do you want Santa to bring you
•for Christmas?"
"Santa Claus is going to bring
me afootball and some guns,"
Sean Egan said eagerly.
Molly Jo Danielson said she
wanted Santa to bring her a

Wanted: Ride to Kalamazoo, Mich., over the holidays.
Except for one thing, this would be a simple mini ad.
But the passengi:r is adog
Afemale Airdalc named Buffie to be exact.
Buffic was visiting Huntington over Thanksgiving with
her master. Marshall graduate William A. Ritchie Jr. As
Ritchie was leaving his mother's house to return to
Michigan. Bullit.· and another dog ran away.
Ritchie delayed his return for seven hours, but Buffie
didn't shm\. The other dog returned, but Buffie's master
had to leave without her.
Buffie came limping home later and is now living in an
upstairs apartment with Ritchie's mother, Mrs. William
Rit<:hie.
'Tm praying somebody up there at MU is going and
going soon, because it's hard to have a dog in this
.apartment." Mrs. Ritchie said.
"Buffie loves to ride and is
very gentle," she added. Mrs. Ritchis called The
Parthenon to place amini-ad seeking aride for the dog.
She said she hopes some student going to the Michigan
area for Christmas will have room for Buffie. She said her
son would pick the dog up and would be willing to help
with gas money. Interested students may call her at
523-7263.

babies but she would like to
h~ve some red toys.
"I don't know what Iwant for
Christmas, Ialready have agun
and holster and all tht stuff,"
said Todd Lessert who was more
interested in playing cowboys
and Indians.
"I want some racing boats
and racing cars," said Shawn
Seamonds. "Santa Claus is as
big as a tree and we have a
Christmas tree," he said excitedly•. "I already have atruck
and abulldozer and atelephone,
but it broke," he mentioned.
"Santa Claus has a red and
white suit and a red nose but
Rudolph has a blue nose," he
added while trying to remember.

Kristen Cantrell, who was
painting, said if someone talked
to her she might paint and not
talk. She broke away from her
painting for aminute and said,
"I want atoy like my sister's.
Rudolph's nose is this color,"
she said, pointing to her red
plastic apron.
"I want abig red hat, some
lipstick and a little daughter,"
said Heather Rogers who decided sh~ wanted to be a •'big
girl."
Whether you're three or 103,
you probably know what you
want Santa to bring. Here's
hoping everyone gets what they
want... Merry Christmas!

appears at 9p.m., adramat;LaAt 9 p.m. "Andre Koste- tion
ol the Biblical story of
lanetz-Nutcracker" will present Chri<,tma~
aBJ)ears at 9p.m.
Kostelanetz conducting the National Symphony Orchestra in a Three more specials will
presentation of the Christmasappear
Dec.
24. beginnigng
time classic, Jaeger said.
with "A Christmas Carol" at
Three more specials appear 7:30 p.m., Charles Dickens'
Dec. 22, beginning with "Pray- story of Ebenezer Scrooge;
ers of the ANimals" at 6p.m. "The Nutcracker," featuring
"WonderaAnew"
p.m. Tchaikovsky's Christmas classic
features
historicat 8annual
performed by Ballet West and
Christmas festival, and "Che'.>- the
ter Mystery Play 'Christmas,"' Utah Symphony orchestra,

at 8:30 p.m.; and "A New
England Chrsitmas" at 9:30
p.m.
On Christmas day at 9p.m.
"Cinderella" will be presented,
performed by the Columbia
(S.C.) City Ballet.
The final special will be presented Dec. 27 at 8 p.m. and
features "Ballet Shoes," Noel
Streatfeild's classic children's
story about three orphan girls
Jiving in a boarding house,
Jaeger said.

pair of roller skates. When
Molly was asked who Rudolph
was she answered, "l want
him too. to ride on."
'' l want a big wheel and a
telephone," said Todd Maynard
shyly. "Santa Claus has abeard
with ared suit. He carries toys
on his back and Rudolph is a
reindeer that leads the sled. He
has ared nose and Santa comes
down through the chimney," he
said while hiding behind agrey
hat.
"I want Santa to bring me
some goodies like candy canes,
cookies and cake 'cause I already have a kitchen," said
Valerie Bruce who was working
on apaper teepee. Valerie said
she already had enough doll

Holiday special features 'PopS'

Eleven specials will be presented for the holiday season by
WMUL-TV Channel 33, according to Joanne C. Jaeger, promotion coordinator.
Three speciafs, startmg Dec.
20 with "Christmas at Pops" at
6 p.m., featuring the Boston
Symphony Orchestra and the
Tanglewood Festival Chorus
singing a medley of traditional
carols. At 8p.m. "A Christmas
Celebration," amusical look at
Christmas. appears.

,. .

~tudents explain buying habits

, Started your Christmas shopping? No? Join the crowd.
, /\n unscientific poll of 32
MU students, faculty and staff
shows 49 per cent have not
started Christmas shopping.
Ot those interviewed, 51 per
lent said they had begun
shoppmg, but only one student
hn finished.
"No time" is the answer

most people gave as the reason
for shopping delays. Other
reasons are "no money" and
"I've been studying."
Jane E. Johnson, Milton
junior, said she hadn't found
anything to suit her. Barbara
A. Sutton, New Boston, Ohio,
senior, said the stores were too
crowded when she went shopping.

The average number of
persons to buy gifts for was 10.
Jayne L. · f{idd, Chatleston
freshman, who said she has to
buy gifts for 20 people, had the
highest number. The lowest
number was six.
W. Richard Lemke, assistant
professor music, said he does
his shopping "all over."
Many students plan to shop in

their home towns or in nearby
cities.
Of 32 persons interviewed,
25 said males were harder to
buy for than females. Six
believed females are harder to
buy for.
When asked which sex she
thinks is harder to buy for
Sharon D. Metz, Spencer
sophomore. replied emphatically, "Grandpa!"

Church
Dire9tory

The following Directory of Churches is published
weekly to aid you in selecting services you wish to
attend.
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH Fifth Avenue

(corner 5th Ave. and 7th St.) Adult Class : 10 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:U0 a.m 522-2681, 525-4357. H.
Raymond Woodruff, pastor. Potluck dinner and forum,
first Wednesday 6 p.m.
HIGHLAWN BAPTIST CHURCH, 28th St. &Collis
Ave., Jim Franklin, pastor, and Jerry Chapman, youth
pastor; 522-1282. Services: Early Morning Worship
8:30 a.m.; Sunday School-9:45; Morning Worshlp11 :00; Evening Worship-7:30; Wednesday night prayer
meeting-7:00.
BAPTIST TEMPLE, Ninth Avenue at Twenty-First St.,
Syl GAdkins, Minister. 525-5353. Services: Sunday
School--9:30; Morning Worship--10:40; Church Training--5:30; Evening Worship--7:00; Wednesday Prayer
Meeting &Mission Groups--7:00.
TWENTIETH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH, Twentieth
St. and Fifth Ave., Rev. Neil W. Hoppe, Pastor.
523-0824. Services: Sunday Morning Wors~ip--10:45;
Sunday Evening Service--7:00; Wednesday Evening
Prayer--7:00.
BETHEL TEMPLE ASSEMBLY OF GOD, Washington
Avenue, Rev. Clinton Rogers, Pastor.
523-3505. Services: Sunday School--10:00; Morning
Worship--11 :00; Sunday Evening--7:00; Wednesday
Evening--7:30; Wednesday Choir Practice--8:45.
~IRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 1015 Fifth Ave.,
Lynn Temple Jones &Gray Hampton, Pastors.
523-6476. Services: Sunday Morning Worship--10:50;
Evening Programs--6:00; Town and College Class-9:30.

\

Love is agiving thing.

Give the perfect gift of love. Abrilliant,
perfect, permanently registered Keepsake
diamond. Guaranteed in writing.
There is no finer diamond ring.

MARSHALL CATHOLIC COMMUNITY 1673 Fifth
Avenue, Fr. Mark V. Angelo, Chaplain. 525-4618.
Masses: Saturday, 5:30 p.m.; Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and
5:30 p.m. (Folk Mass) at the Campus Christian Center
Chapel. Daily Mass: 4:00 p.m. except Wednesday &
when announced. CCD Sunday morning at 10:00
o'clock. Nursery for 11 o'clock Mass.

Registered Diamond Rings

FIFTH AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH 5th Avenue at
12th Street. Phone: 523-0115. Ralph J. Kievit,
Minister. David L. Carrico, Associate Minister.
Sundays: 9:30 a.m. -College Bible Class. 10:45 a.m. Worship Service. 7:00 p.m. - Youth Fellowship.
Wednesday: 6:00 p.m. -Dinner (reservations) 7:00 p.m.
College Grow Group.

Keepsak~

_.._. ,

The Diamond Store of Huntington

~

..

NORWAY AVENUE CHURCH OF CHRIST, 1400
Norway Ave. at 21st Street, J. Donald Mash, Minister.
525-3302 • 525-4309. Services: Sunday Bible
Study--9:45; Sunday Worship--10:30; Sun,;lay Evening
Worship--7:00; Wednesday Eve.--7:30. ·

Although he will not share Christmas
and the rest of his life with his whole
family. J.D. says he prefers living in the
center to an adopted home "It's happ:,
here most of the time,' he says. "and
here you can be vourself. Thev (the
t·cntcr) kt you grow- up. Somct1m'es out
in anomc thcv hover over vou so much
that you can't grow up." ·
...01' Christmas morning on Huntmg·ton\ <,outh ·s1d<.' in•the wee hol:!1',. of·the
mornmg, Tommy and his brother will be
tilled with happiness. As they catch a
glimpse of their parents on the stairs, the
boys wm rush over to plant a kiss on
their awaiting faces. With a hug thev
will give them their special thank-vou
... On Huntington's west side, J.D, will
sleep until noon. The same happiness
will be there, but he will have no part nts
to kiss and hug. But he i'> luckier than
many of the children at the Cammack
Children's Center, he does have two sisters to share Christmas with ...

Highlawn
Baptist
Church
28th St. &Collis Ave.
522-1282

cares
abo,uStudents
t MarshaU
University
Early Morning Worship------- 8:30 am
Sunday School---------- 9:45 am
Morning Servlce----------11 :00 am
Evening Service
7:30 pm
Wed. Prayer Meeting
7:00 pm

Jim Franklin, Pastor

Jerry Chapman, Youth Director
Jody Vaughan , Music Director
GRACE GOSPEL CHURCH Adams Avenue and 12th

Street West. Huntington, West Virginia. Sunday
Morning: Service and Sunday School, 10·00 a.m.
Sunday Evening Service, 7:00 p.m. Wednesday night
service and prayer service, 7:30 p.m. College and
Career Saturday night, 7:00 p.m. Visitation Tuesday
night 7:30 p.m. Choir Thursday night, 7:30 pm.
· Pastor! or: Melviri v: Efaw: Assistant Pastor, Lucky Shepherd. Christian Education and Youth: Rev. Tom
Hedges. Visitation Minister: Luther W. Holley
Dial-A-Devotion (anytime, day or night) 525-8169.
HIGHLAWN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 2814 Collis
Ave., Dr. R. Jackson Haga, Pastor. 522-1676
Services: Sunday School--9:45; Morning Worship-11 :00; College Youth in homes on Sunday Evening;
Wednesday Supper--6:00 and Bible Study--6:30.
SIXTH AVENUE CHURCH OF CHRIST, 530 Twentieth
St., Larry J. Beard, Minister. 523-6181. Services:
Sunday Bible School--9:30; Morning Worship--10:35;
Evening Worship--7:00; Wednesday Mid-Week
Prayer Meeting--7:00.
CHURCH OF CHRIST, Twenty-Sixth St. &First Ave.,
Donald Wright, Minister. 522-0717. Services: Sunday
Bible Study--9:45; Morning Worship--10:30; Evening
Worship--7:00; Wednesday Services--7:30. Transportation provided.
CENTRAL FREE WILL BAPTIST CHURCH, Meeting
temporarily at the YMCA Chapel at 6th Ave. &11th St.
For information, call 523-9559 or 525-0053. R~v. Carl
Vallance is pastor. Schedule of services: Sunday
school--10:00; Morning Worship--11 :00; Evening
Worship--7:30. Free transportation available to &II
on-campus students and several in-town areas. "In the
heart of the city, with the city at heart."
&'NAI·SHOLOM CONGREGATION, Alternating
between the Synagogue at 9th Ave. &9th St. and the
Temple at 10th St. &10th Ave., Rabbi Fred Wenger
52'2-2980. Services: Every Friday Night at 7:45.
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH, 520 Eleventh St.,
Rev. Robert L. Thomas, Rector. 529-6084. Services:
7:30, 9:00 and 11:15; Tuesday--12:10 Healing Service;
Thursday--12:10 Holy Communion. The Rev. David W.
Sailer, assistant.
OTTERBEIN UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, 2044
Fifth Avenue, William DeMoss, Pastor. 525-9664.
Services: Sunday Worship Service--9:30; Sunday
College "& Young Adult Group--10:30; Wednesday
College &Young Adult Bible Study--6:45. (Rides leave
church at 6:30.)
CHRIST TEMPLE, 1208 Adams Avenue, Rev. Roland
Gardner, Pastor. 522-7421. Services: Sunday
School--10:00; Evangelistic Service--7:00; Wednesday
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study--7:00; Friday Youth
Service--7:30.
TRINITY CHURCH OF GOD, Twenty-Seventh St. and
Third Avenue, Rev. Fred Davey, Pastor. 522-7313.
Services: Sunday School--9:30; Morning Worship-10:45; Evening Worship--7:00; Wednesday Prayer and
Bible Study--7:00.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, 1124 Fifth
Ave., Garrett Evans, Stephen P. Bryant, Pastors.
522-0357 Services: Sunday College Career
Class--9:30; Morning Worship--10:45; Sunday Student
Bible Study and Snack Supper--5:00-6:30.
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MU folks request unusual, impossible;
Wishing: naked
girls, bionic legs, masters degrees

By JO HARDIE
The days of sitting on Santa's
knee and writing letters to the jolly.
Clld man at the North Pole are long
gone--at least for most of us. But
· fur many. there's still the memory
of wishing and dreaming, often in
vain. of that perfect Christmas
present.
Marshall students, faculty and
staff are no exception. When it
comes to composing Christmas
lists, some want the commonplace,
some the noble, some the unusual
and many the impossible.
If you could have your. choice of
anything in the world, what would
you want for Christmas?
By far the most popular item.was
money. "A lot of it," said Katrina
Potter, Huntington graduate student. Although some were vague
in the amount requested, all agreed
that amillion dollars would be just
fine.
Just what would these people do
with amillion dollars?
"I'd quit school. buy a house,

retire and travel around the
w~rld." said Jeff Conway. St.
Marys treshman.
''I'd buy adiamond ring the size
of a basketball," answered Karr-n
Ferrell. Marmet freshman.
The next most requested item on
campus was a car in spite of the
fact that there aren't enough
parking spaces.
"I want a dark blue TR6 with
light blue interior," said Tad Wilson, Parkersburg sophomore.
"A black Cadillac. Ever since I
was alittle kid I've wanted anice,
big Cadillac," s;iid Bob Lemley, St.
Marys freshman.
The recent freezing temperatures
have apparently influenced many
student's choices.
"A trip to Hawaii;" said four
people.
.Ann Winkel, Washington, D.C.
freshman, expanded the request to
include "a trip around the world
with an unlimited bank account."
Requests involving the opposite
sex were also numerous.
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·'A week alone in the mountains
with Robert Redford." --Carla Cascavis, Charleston fre.,hman.
"A rfatc with Janis Ian."
--Johnnie .Johnson, Charleston
sophomore.
"Michelle Thomas." --Steven
Carnthan, Huntington freshman.
"A live girl with no clothes on."
--Tom McCormick, Parkersburg
sophomore.
"Miss November." --Geoff Litteral. Franklin Furnace, Ohio freshman.
' Other Christmas wishes were as
follows:
"A pair of bionic legs." --Damon
Clark, Wheeling sophomore.
"500,000 watts for WMUL." --AI
Albarran, Huntington senior.
"My master's degree." --Sara
Ashcraft, Huntington graduate student.
"A real.live Christmas tree. One.
that's 8ft. tall and smells like an
evergreen with no blinking lights."
--Warren Brown, Somerville, N.J.,
freshman.
"A job. --Denis King, Ness City,
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Kan .. graduate assistant.
"Everyone working together in-·
stead of everyone going their own
way." --8ict Parks, Moundsville
sophomore.
'' Asnowmobile.'· --Elaine Bige5t, New Hampton, N.Y., senior.
"Good grades." --Mark Gessel,
St. Albans sophomore.
"New seatbelts and crash helmets for my car." --Betty Petty,
Chatham, Va., junior.
"A pair of boots to trudge to
class in." --Pam Septo, Hernshaw
freshman.
"A pair of Sherwood goalie
pads." -Walt Baas, Reading, Pa.,
freshman.
"A sense of humor." '-Tony
Fitzgerald, Parkersburg freshman.
"To be in good physical shape so
I can run again."· --David Shafer,
Middletown, Md., junior.
"100 wishes." --Robin Doty,
Point Pleasant freshman.
And last of all, one busy and
tired maid in Twin Towers East
wants "just alittle peace of mind."
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5inow skiing and simple
relax~i(Nl will occupy some
Marshall stud~nts' time over
the Christmas break.
Michael 'i. McCarthy, Huntington senior, said he plans to
do "some snow skiing at
Canaan Valley and Snow Shoe."
"Absolutely nothing," is
what Stella M. Bisons, Fayetteville junior, plans to do over the
Christmas break. "I'm going to
relax and enjoy my free time,"
she added.
Pam J. McKee, Memphis,
Tenn. junior, said she plans on
"sightseeing in Memphis where
my parents have just moved,
and spend my time with my
family.••
Chuck E. Trinone, Weirton
senior,
to goofhome
and relaxsaid,and"I hope
see some
my
, old friends. Basically take a
break."
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Skiing, relaxing
top holiday plans
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International students plan holiday~ ••

By STEVE IGO
Atrip to Egypt. Taiwan, Iran
or Thailand will not be unusual
for some Marshall students.
They are international students.
Although some foreign students will return to their home
countries during Christmas,
others will not. According to
Sam Cardea, international student adviser, most students
will remain in the United
States. Some, he said, may
have trouble finding places to
go and things to do for the
more than three week break.
"Out of the 150 or so stu-

Hanidi Husain, an International student from Pasir
Mes, Malaysia will spend
Christmas at home for the
first time in four years.
Husain, who graduates this
semester, was asked what be
will miss most about t..e
United States, bis reply:
"McDonalds and football."

dents we have here, I suppose
alarge number will fly home.
Our Egyptian students have to
go hom.e for a government
meeting, and they really have
no choice, "Card.ea said.
"Sadly. though, there are
some who have no place to go,
and they'll be searchiug, .. •he
said. "This school closes com-

pletely, including dorms. So
the international student living
in a dorm is most squarely
faced with this problem."
Card.ea said many students
P.lan to take advantage of the
Christmas International House
program. Started in Huntington in 1965, the program is
now nationwide and offers for-

eign students a pla.ee to go
during the holiday season.
Churches handle finances and
the program, according to the
information supplied by Cardea.
"Some will go home with
American students, some may
visit host families, and gener- .
ally do what every other stu-

House is operated by the First
Presbyterian Church in Huntington, Cardea said.
"The local international students opt to go to the International House in Huntington,
but there will also be students
here from all over the country," he said.
There is no financial cost for
local international students to
live in the house in the First
Presbyterian Church, according
to Cardea.
International students who

make arrangements to live in
an International House which
is not operated locally must
pay for their transportation to
and from the house, he said.
International students will
live in the First Presbyterian
Church.into"The
church is with
con- r-------------------------verted
a dormitory,
housing arrangements and food
provided at no cost to the students," Cardea said.
International students who
have not already made arrangements should contact him

~

Som Sura, political science
junior from Taiwan, said he
plans to stay in Huntington
with his wife "and enjoy the
vacation."
Alex Lo, a senior from
Bangkok, Thailand, has an
apartment 'in Huntington , and
says that's where he'll stay
during the break.
"I have no real plans, but I
know my friends and I will get
together during the holiday
enjoy oursdves," he said.
as soon as possible, he said. andSam
has no gualll1J
"The deadline for all ,wplica- about theCardea
upcoming holiday.
tions is pee. 15."
•
'
T
hey
are
thousands
of miles
Cardea's office is located in
from home--but I'm sure
Room IW23 of the Memorial away
most, if not all, will have a
Student Center.
pleasant holiday experiences."
dent does--travel, visit friends,
relax and liave a good time,"
Cardea said. ,
Bahman Vaheoy, business
administration graduate student from Iran, said he plans
to go to Florida.
"I would like to see that
state and this winter is just the
time for it," he said.

...those staying not out in 'cold'

By JUDIE TAYLOR
International students who
have not made housing arrangements for the Christmas
holidays may contact Sam Car-.
dea, sponsor of the Interilational Student's Organization.
The ~hristmas •International
House, a national program,
provides housing .for international students during the
Christmas holidays, according
to Cardea.
·
Cardea said the national
program is located in 40-50
areas of the United States,
with the program's national
center in Atlanta, Ga. The
local Christmas International

.

Someone on your /;,dl
dederved ~ /,.om

'lift·

"I plan on sleeping very
soundly," said Chuck E. Sammons, Huntington senior.
"lb.en I'm going skiing in
'f'eJoe
rmont.
Iddings, Oak Hill JUnt'or,
said he was going "to relax,
take it easy, party and ski some,
if Iget enought energy to.''
Margaret J. Fredericks, Marietta, Ohio junior, said "I plan
to go skiing in New York with
my family where we once
lived."
"Eat, sleep, ski and party a
lot," is what Diane Turner,
Wheeling junior, plans to do
over the break to occupy her
time.
Mary S. Bush, Vienna senior,
said she plans "to go home and
find a job over the break for
money I will need after
,pending it all."

Correction

The Parthenon incorrectlv
listed a photo credit on pag~
one Tuesday. It should have
read PHOTO by DAN
SHREVE.

You may never
find that special
Christmas gift
if you don't shop
at Stationers.
CHRtSTMM,
1'11',
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Sweater fash·ions
·for Holiday 1976.
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up

,---~-..,..,....~-..-- Art -----.----Let's hurry to
Toulouse Annette
to do our Christmas shopping

Us. Rt. 60 East

Long chains, short chains, light and heavy chains •
achain to fit everyone's needs and taste. In
14 karat golq, gold-filled and sterling silver.

P,.irnavera Star with
(}enuine ';J)_iarnonJ
Sig.nature Cof/edion

We have Leap
Sweaters by the
Garland Corp.
In Yellow, Black
&Red with
coordinating
culotte skirts ,
pants &Blazers~

: : - ==:: : :
J:.--2.__-=::::::..:::~~' .
--------Book.s
Fashions modeled by Cindy Jarvis and.Ruth Maynard

. kAllli~

GI LBP.~111
DiP.A'
I
1'111

-Jewelry &Cosmetics

324
Center Plaza
By the
Fountain

Wise
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Select yours now at

$1500

73~-0802

"II!·-----~f
AtR'tLIC.
~~iNG

EASTERN HJ:IGHTS SHOPPING CENTER Layaway and Charge Accounts Invited

1

NAPiER

ANO OTHER
FINE. 0RIINOS···

Open Monday &Friday Nites.
313 Ninth Street 529-6045

1945
FIFTH AVE.WV
HUNTINGTON.
525-7676

OPEN
s-ewEEKDAYS
9-5
SAT UR OAYS
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Interest shown
in outdoor facility

"

-,_);r-"-

Agroup of f\.krshall officials
and other interested persons
determined Monday there is
interest and need for an
off-campus outdoor facility for
Marshall's education-recreation
needs.
Under educational needs, the
group c1ted biolc1gy and geography field classes and a
geology field camp as possible
uses for the facility.
''The biology department
has visualized for the past
20-25 years an area not far
from the campus to take
different field classes year
round," said Dr. N.B. Green,
retired professor of biology.
The facility could also be
utilized by all students interested in camping, fishing,
hiking, rock climbing and other

t,., . '

By ROSJ;MARIE WILSON slumped over staring into his
• It's 1: ·
November 30 hand at portions of broken den•
and.a student is making another turcs.
"We were en route to
of those Jamilfar trips back to Cincinnati
with intermediate
Marshall .after an awaited
in Charieston and HuntThanksgifing holiday, half anti- stops
ington.
There
were about 16
cipatinp, school buddies and half college students,
bound for
bome-sicl fgr the loved ones she Morris Harvey, Marshall,
and
just left be}lind,
University of Cincinnati. There
There'~·'a. loud thump and a was
an exotic dancer,
woman shrieks. Ashower of 'HoneyalsoBrown,'
. coats, va~s and carrying bags Kansas to see heronson.her way to
poqr intq- the aisle. Awoman
with abt'uise is crying on her "It appeared that most
knees. }:he thump got louder everyone had bruises, and no
arrd begah' increasing. The stu- bones were broken," Imbert
dent
gljll\>s her seat and continued. · "Most people
witnessd·.:
people and belong- thought their first move would
ings io11 the left of the car. be to get to adoctor."
The next thing Susan Imbert, The train derailed between a
Newport~ews, Va., psychology mountain and river halfway begraduate student could remem- tween Hinton and Charleston.
ber: "I was on my knees with The railroad backed up addimy lap jammed against a seat tional equipment from Hinton to
the wreck site to a junction
along th~ aisle.
"l'his little old man flew over where the tracks meet.
the rig1- of me and landed ' The rails and track looked
against {, windows to the left of chewed," Imbert said. "We
the car. ,All I could think of at were about fifty feet from the
the time1ras that my lap hurt. New River, but we were closer
The old blan kept wailing 'my to the side of amountain," she
false tefth are broken.' A continued.
giggle lforst out and people "The conductor appeared,
began ~_uffling up, no one anxiously delivering his 'don't
apparenly hurt badly.
panic' speech. He began,
Seats were twisted, and 'We've derailed, and we think
others ere checking bruises, it's either a broken rail or a
Imbert d, The old fellow was broken wheel. Don't panic.
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Other has name~ trouble

Jim
from
May."
It's tr . James Okey Carter,
South int senior, says his
caused some probanother man brought
nal attention this past
eard a lot of giggles
en I tell someone my
get ,i! Jot of second
It's gotten to the point
disappointed when
dbesn 't notice," he
em first
hen he
Iradio
semy
could
real na
Achave
ned away
tually,
listene . .
• Carter supported Presidential

Candidate Jimmy Carter "in the
beginning'' because of the
name similarity. "As it went
along, though, it became apparent to me that he was wishy
washy about just about ·everything." Carter said he did not
like (President Gerald R.) Ford
because "it didn't seem to me
that he had done anything."
He solved his problem of
making achoice in away many
citizens did last November.
"The main thing, I guess, is
that I didn't vote so I can't
complain if he doesn't do agood
job."
Carter said he was aware that
the governor of Georgia bore his
name before it became prominent, but never thought the
governor would run for President. Asked if he planned to
make an attempt at student
politics at MU, Carter gave a

An verall look at the
crime icture for this semester
at Mar hall (September through
Novcm er) shows adefinite rise
in la enie·s, according to
Donal L. Salyers, director of
securit
0th r than the rise in
larceni sthe total crime picture
is look gup, Salyers said.
Stat sties show September
had reported larcenies,
Octob •18, and November had
29, Sa ers said.

Under the breaking and en•
tering category, September reportedly had five breaking and
enterings and October had five,
with adecrease of one breaking
and entering in November, Salyers said.
Assaults were down, Salyers
said. September had one
reported assault; October had
none and November had one, he
added.
The total value of property
stolen for the month of September was $6,324, the highest
for the three months. This included one automobile theft.
Total value of property stolen
during October was $1,891 and
during November the amount
was $1,947, Salyers said.
There were no reported rapes
this semester, Salyers said.
The Marshall Security Office
follows the State Uniform Crime
Reporting System, Salyes said.
Under this system, the Security
Office sends their reports to the
West Virginia Department of
Public Safety, he added.

larcenies up;·
er crime down

s

b kthefts

·to!As increase
tudents begin selling
I

1

We're working on the steam
generator so we can restore
heat, and acrew will be arriving
to rescue us.' "
"People began sharing coats,
and making nervous jokes.
Most were still too stunned to be
scared. We asked what
happened, but they really didn't
seem to know," Imbert said.
"After the w~eck, we mostly
slept. The conductor had said it
was 13 degrees outdoors so
everyone was trying to keep
warm, and make the best of the
situation.
' The rescue crew arrived at
6:30 and didn't get us out until
about 7:30. We were physically
helped onto another train which
had been backed up from
Hinton and they jammed as
many of us on it as they could."
Imbert said, "They served us
abreakfast of our choice, compliments of Amtrack, and they
asked that we fill out forms detailing whatever injuries we
could determine. They were
super polite."
• The journey continued and
about 450 persons are approximated to have been involved,
she said. Each left for various
destinations with the tale of a
little less than usual trip back
from the Thanksgiving holiday.

used xtbooks to MU's bookstore oday, the security office
that reports of stolen
books re on the increase.
Da d H. Scites, assistant
direct r of security, said Tuesday at reports of stolen
textb oks always increase
the bookstore begins
used books from stu"ln fact," Scites said,
ardly ever have reports
nbooks until the end of
ester."
bookstore will buy books
a.m. to 11 a.m. and
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
begin ing today and continuing
throu h Dec. 17, according to
Josep L. Vance, director of
the b kstore.
Alt ough the bookstore on
the I er level of the Memorial
Swd ~ t Center will not be
open JS,aturday, books may be
sold the bookstore on the
hemainilevel
sad. Saturday morning,
Th booltst(?l'C' is open each
day "m 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m,
but ance~ said the extra time
when b~ks will not be bought
is ne def to assure additional
fund needed for buying books
will available.

Council
discusses
system competency
University Council discussed
the present form of the Marshall University governance
system and possible alternatives to the government during
ameeting Thursday.
The council met with chairmen of the Standing Faculty
Committees, which are the
present form of governing
bodies, in an attempt to analyze committee competency.
Council recognized some
standing committees were overburdened while others per•
formed little.
The main topic was whether
guidelines of Marshall's Greenbook, which sets down the
functions of the committees,
were being followed or if they
,

decisive answer. "No, I don't
think so because I graduate in
May, and after four years of this
place I don't want to be anywhere near it. '
Carter said ' One thing that
has come of it which I don't
mind is new nickname ."
According t0 Carter, Memorial
Stud~nt Center Director, Don
Morris, has nicknamed him
"Peanuts," and "I don't mind Cash awards of $25 each
that," he laughed.
were awarded to three Marshall students for their out-

a

outdoor recreation activities
but are unable to sacrifice time
and money to travel to distant
available sites, said Tom Lovins, director of intramurals. ·
Several sites were proposed
for the facility. An Eastland
Lake site 111ay become avaHable
for use of the land, according 1212 Fourth Ave.
to Dr. Robert Raus, chairman
of the recreation department.
Aplot of land south of Route
60 which runs through Inter- Macram'e supplies
state 64 was also suggested as
apossible site. However, that Beads for jewelry
property is owned by the Board
of Regents, and money received for use of the facility . ········Joinwould probably. go back into
the higher education budget,
workshops
Raus said.
Other locations include the
Barboursville Farm and the
Department of Natural ReCapt.alnD........-.tht
sources (DNR) property at Mill
Creek near Milton. The town
of Milton has already requested use of a part of that
property for flood control,
water supply and recreational
facilities.
The main problem
needed changed.
tive
body
to
spot
poor
quality
would be access to the properAbsence of several commit•
according to Paul Grant, of
tee chairman prevented council ofsaid.school publications," he ty,
Soil Conservation Division
from getting afull view of how The Commencement and the
committees are handling their Honorary Degrees Committee of the DNR.
functions.
voiced
a
complaint
on
informaBeech Fork was also pro•
Several committee chairmen
for abudget. Dr. Michael posed
apossible site.
defended the existence of their tion
chairman, said the No asamount
has been esticommittees with explanations Galgano,
committee
ca,inot
recommend
mated
the cost of the
of how thev are needed and anything for commencement_ project. forBecause
of limited
what they do.
without
knowing
the
budget.
available, any laed -for . .
Dr. William Ramsey, chair- Galgano theh raised the ques- "1inallces
the
site
would
he
man of the Student Publi• tion of the pertinence of his through a governmentacquired
cations and Public Relations committee,
"Do we even need as a long-term leaseagency
or a
1iJu pt4piecesof
Committee, said a member of this committee
the final transfer of ownership, Raus
ddicious tash talet,
his c01r.mittee claimed a need decision is up toif the
plentyofc:risp &ench fries,
(MU) said.
&eshcreamycole slaw,
for someone to ' raise hell if president?"
and
:ISouthern-Style
The
project
would
raise
publications are offensive."
Galgano added that in the money through making the-.. ~ . -hush~
But, Ramsey complained, his past,
the committee found out facility avaitable to private,
committee did not have much what
the president's prefer- non-profit organizations, such
authority. "WeJ need a, reac- ence was
and then submitted as the Campfire Girls, for a
his own choice back to him.
fee, according to
Policy and grievances are the reasonable
Raus. Financial agreements ~ at
two distinct functions of the might
also be arranged with
Captain D's
Faculty Personnel Committee, Cabell and
Wayne
Counties for
according to Dr. Robert Gerke, use of the site, he said.
chairman.
standing work in poetry, prose An increase in committee
and art for "Et Cetera,'' a membership was the only sugliterary magazine formed by gestion
made in order to
students for students, according provide Gerke
more thorough functo Cathi McGraw, St. Albans ~ioning ofahis
committee.
senior and member of the "Et Dr. Howard Mills, chairman
Cetera'' staff.
of the Physical Facilities ComWinners of tlie "Et ctera" mittee, said he was doubtful
contest, chosen Monday are whether his committee was
Make this atruly
Jane E. Johnson, Milton, for acting as part of the governher artwork titled "The Under- ance system.
West Virginia Christmas
world"; Richard Johnson "Under the committee's own
Huntington, for his work i~ • acc?rd," Mills said, "I don't
Gifts &Decorations from
poetry titled "Untitled Poem"; b~heve we have ever come _out
and David Hatfield Kenova with a proposal for a physical
APPALACHIAN
for his work in p;ose titled facility.'' Mills added that his
CRAFTSMEN
"The Scarlet Grasses, the comm!ttee did not deal with
Golden Waters," McGraw thl! tlnngs they should.
3rd Ave.
said.
The Student Conduct and
Across from New Pied Piper
Welfare Committee claims to
be r,,ther
ctfedive
Studer.ts entered the contest cies
of change
are when
broughtpoli-to ••.,.■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■·-S;h;o~p;■M-■-o;n;·.·_F;r;i.;■l_0;:;00;.•-4;:3;0;;S;a.t_.;1;0;:.00_■-·;2;:3;0;;._
by submitting their work at the it. But, according to Dr.
main desk in the Memorial William Denman, chairman,
Student Center, or to the "Et the committee will be a
Cetera" office in Old Main relatively insignificant factor
Room 351, McGraw said.
unless the level of cooperation
and information from the
administration
increases mark'' Et Cetera'· is published
once a year, McGraw said. edly.
Further discussion of the
This year's issue will be governance
system
are slated
available sometime in the for Thursday's meeting
in
spring, she added.
Smith Hall 161 at 10 a.m.

Poetry, prose, art winners
_ :1:1cunced by 'Et Cetera'

Dean's office goal:
to identify, serve

The Dean of Students Of-.
said ongoing projects
fice's goal. is to identify and thisFisher
include evaluatserve students' needs, accord- ing semester
and informaing to Dean Richard G. Fisher. tionalorientation
programs,
and looking at
Dr. Fisher says the office has the problem of students'
readhad several accomplishments
ability.
this semester, as well as ingRather
than the brief orienmaintaining some ongoing pro- tation program
student:, now
Jects.
when they arrive at
Hiring an international advi- go throughFisher
suggested the
sor nd dt velor:ng apolicy for Marsh;lll,
pocsib'
l
ity
uf
e
,me
the Family Rignts and Privacy survey course for new0 h.:iu
stuAct arc changes made this dents. The class would include
semester to better meet stu- such things as academic advisdents· needs, according to ing, study skills, help in
Fisher. •
choices, and
Sam V. Cardea, who came making career
policy and procedure
to Marshall in October, was academic
at
the
university.
hired to work with the international students and the pro• Also under consideration,
blems they face. Language Fisher said is a reading
skills, housing and health improvement course for those
services, immigration laws, students below a certain readand academic adjustment are ing level.
some of the areai. in which
Cardea says he hopes to help
the students.
Guidelines were also met for
the Family Rights and Privacy
Act, a federal law. The act
allows students access to and
review of their educational
records, which include such
things as grades, recommendations, letters of admissions, .
and health records. Students
may obtain acopy of the policy
from the Dean of Students
Office.

TOOFFERS
OlARSHIPSCAREERS..1
GREAT
PORtUNITIES.
GH
217.

-6450.
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If you've got the time,

we've got the beer.

c 1972 The Miller Brewing Co. MIiwaukee. Wis
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Before you go home for the
holidays shop the wide
selections and great values
in the Huntington,
West Virginia area.
You may not find what
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Politics a/so topic for 74-year old

Marshall artist paints presidents

"All the man's president's"'
could describe the calling of William
B. Sharp. 74, of 4206 Auburn Road,
Huntington. By· the way. he ~S .•lL
~tudcnt at Marshall llniversitv.
He has painted portraits of
Washington. Jefferson, Monroe.
Jackson. Lincoln. Theodore Roosevelt, and recently President Ford.
All of these. as well as busts of
William Penn. Patrick Henry. and
Thomas Jefferson. were created by
Sh.up in art classes at MU.
· Ipainted more than anyone else
in my art classes last year and the
year before ... he said.
' "Sharp says he not only likes to
paint presidents. but he enjoys

talking about them-and about
government. He calls Woodrow
Wilson the "best president" and
. . .Lnic\on JJai.l)cs .J.o)rnson. "the
weakest."
The United States is based on 95
per cent credit. he said. so of it goes
into debt to feed other countries. it
might as well own them.
On domestic policy. Sharp said he
was concerned about unemployment
and the billions spent on crime.
welfare and food stamps.
As Sharp talked about politics. he
cited statistics. figures. names.
dates and legislations.
True to his "profession", he has
taken political science courses at

MU. six courses in management,
advertising courses and mustc
classes.
While at home he plays classical
musit on the piano.
Besidc:s painting presidents.
Sharp has aportrait he painted from
a tintype of his grandfather, a
Virginia plantation owner and major
for tnc Confederacy in the Civil War.
With a self-made copper cross
around his neck Sharp said he used
old coins and copper to make
earrings. money clips. rings and
other items in his present art class.
.. My house is full of my art " he
said. "I have so much, Idon't 1know
what to do with it."

His art teacher. Clara Schlegel.
said. "There isn't anything he hasn't
tried."
Sharp disagrees. He admitted
making a Buddha and lighthouse
lamps iA his ceramics class. but said
he plans to take acourse on graphics
next year.
Of his education, he said,
"Education is like a puzzle. You
have to put the pieces together to
understand how life is put together."
Sharp enrolled in 1968 when he
retired. Before, he had owned and
operated Sharp Distributing Co.. a
tri-state grocers' supplier, since the
1930s.

"I did alot of 'mbsionary' work in
advertising," he said.
Sharp said he went out and
plugged products nobody had heard
ot -like oleo and mavonnaise.
.. Isent women fr~m door to door
spreading oleo on crackers to
educate people who had only heard
of creamery butter," he said.
''I've been busy since Iwas seven
years old," he said, "creating my
own jobs.··
He herded family cows through
the streets of Huntington as many
did, he said. During horse-and-buggy days. he started as an errand boy
for Fredrick Grocery. At that time,
the northside of Third Avenue

housed saloons, he said. He
remembers when MU coeds could go
out two days a week.' if they were
chaperoned .
Sharp married nearly 40 years.
and his wife died three years. ago.
He has a son. William R.. Falls
Church, Va.; another son. Harold
E. in Cleveland; and four grandchildren.
Sharp· s mother. daughter of the
plantation O\\'ncr. was still hcahh~·
when she died of afall at almost 105.
he said.
What arc his plans for next y.car?
"'About the same as this year." he
said. "Just coasting along and
taking it easy."

Library busiest around exams
Parthenothing? Paper
providesexper~e?ce,
forum for student opinions
By PENNY AUSTIN
Parthenothing.. Barfenon ... Parthenon? Shakespeare once
said arose by any other name would smell as sweet. Does the
same hold true for acampus newspaper, though? What does
The Parthenon mean to the people who work on it and to the
people who read it. or as the case may be. don't read it?
"The Parthenon is a learning experience. We don't
practice, we have to produce every day,"" says William C.
Rogers. Parthenon adviser.
Dery! R. Leaming. chairman of the Department of
Journalism. says the paper is in a state of constant
improvement. "We are never really satisfied with the
product." Leaming said.
Rogers defined the basic philosophy behind The Parthenon
in this way: "It is totally astudent newspaper. The student
staff is in charge of everything. The advisers and instructors
provide guidance, but in the long run, the final decisions are
left up to the staff."
Leaming says he believes the goal of the paper is two-fold.
"It should provide the journalism students with a
laboratory situation in which they work and learn, and at
the same time the paper should provide aforum for student
ideas and opinion."
Rogers adds he believes The Parthenon is more effective in
reaching students than even the Student Governm~nt.
Several students responded to the question "What do you
like about the Parthenon?" or "What do you not like about
the Parthenon?"
Turman Meadows, Wayne senior--"The Parthenon has
good stuff sometimes. However, much of what they print is
irrelevant to campus life, such as the Associated Press
stories I'd like to see more on campus activities. Ialso feel
The Parthenon is one sided. An editorial page would be a
good idea, that is, if you could get students to write letters
to Kenneth
the editor."
Nolan, Wayne graduate--"! miss the editorials,
especially about campus affairs. Ithink the paper needs to
take a stronger stand on the issues such as the Board of

Regents and the multipurpose facility. On the other hand,
sometimes the paper editorializes too much in the hard
news. for example in the case of .the student who was
expelled for pulling the fire alarm. They failed to present
bothlonysides."
Aluise. Huntington senior--"In four years I've
probabl) read, really read, the Parthenon about four times. It
was better when Iwas afreshman, there was more to it and it
was bigger. It had more articles about the community in it
then. I'd also like to see it take a•stronger stand on the
campus issues and also review things like people, movies,
plays, and records."
Sue Grizzell, Huntington senior--"l'd like to see more
equal representation of campus activities in the paper. Also
some student input such as editorials. Ithink the paper could
'learn to use space alittle better, for example, the editorial on
the "Gong Show." I thought it was a waste of space.
Perhaps the Parthenon could include such things as excerpts
from the Rolling Stone or something."
Rick Perdue, Barboursville junior--'Td like to see more
editorials and less vagueness."
. Jan Santee, Parkersburg senior--"! think The Parthenon
should not use articles to fill up space. If something is not up
to par, then either rewrite it or leave it out."
Several journalism students responded in this way-Cathi McGraw, St. Albans senior and staff artist--"I think
The Parthenon does agood job in being acalendar of events.
~1t helps me to plan my schedule."
Edna Koons, Lavalette junior and member of the advertising staff--"l'd like to see the paper come out stronger on
the editorial page. I think the paper could use more
creativity.''
The Parthenon staff changes every semester and with the
change of people come changes in policy and format. Next
semester's editor, Stephen Mullins, Logan senior, says he
will try to have a daily editorial page and a few more
additions to the staff.

Notice
needed from stuaents Dormitories
Dormitory residents who are housing office not later than notice, dormitory residents not will close
to return second
not planning to return next
day of classes, planning
semester must provide written the last official
semester should also complete
D~<;.,.'13.,
notice to housing personnel, WedQ~sday,
a· request card for a refu"nd o' for break
''The
written
notice
will
Director of Housing Warren S.
their damage deposit, Myer~ All residence halls will close
Mvcrs said.
fulfill the terms and require- said.
ments of the students' housing The forms are available in
Myers said.
the Student Housing Office,
Myers said the written notice contracts,"
must be submitted to the In addition to the written Old Main Room 126.

International receptio~
says thanks for 'little things'

The International Student dinner in October for the
reception Friday was "a boom- international students, Cardea
ing success,'' according to said.
International Student Program K. Samar, Memorial Student
Assistant Sam V. Cardea.
Director, has
"The reason for the recep- Center Assistant
international stution was to show appreciation counseled
for the six years he has
to the administration and dents
at MU. "I think it was
faculty not only for the big been
he said.
things, but for all the little pretty effective,"
this year everything
things they do for international we"Until
have
heard is about
students throughout the year," problems with
international
Cardea said.
students. This type of activity
He said "no one kept count brings faculty, administration
of how many attended," but he and students together and
noted the presence of Presi- forms acloser relationship.''
dent Robert B. Hayes, the Cardea said several internaacademic and student deans tional students will assist him
in conducting an orientation
and many faculty members. ·s·ession
in "Jariuai:y ' for hew
Students provided homemade refreshments and Christ- students. "Our estimate is
mas decorations giving the about 15 new students for the
event a holiday theme. A upcoming semester, but fi.
are traditionally much
"special invitation" was ex- gures
tended to the Marshall Council higher for the fall semester."
on International Education Other activities, plans for
(MCIE) which sponsore:I a which are tentative, include an

"International Student Festival" and a "W.Va. International Student Day," when
students from other state
schools will be invited to visit
MU.

for the semester break at 6p.m.
Friday, Dec. 17, according to
Director of Housing Warren S.
Myers.
Myers said dormitory residents who choose to remain in
Huntington must make individual arrangements for housing off campus.

"No exceptions to this policy
will be made this year," Myers
said. He said all residence hall
facilities will be closed to conserve utilities.

Tanners University
Discount
Pharmacy
1802 6th Avenue
Be asmart Santa
and Jay away
now.

Death penalty
'unconstitutional'
SAN FRANCISCO-The California Supreme Court ruled
Tuesday the state's death
penalty is unconstitutional in
light of recent U.S. Supreme
Court decisions.
The unanimous decision,
written by Chief Justice Donald
R. Wright, held California's
capital punishment law is
invalid since it violates current
U.S. Supreme Court guidelines
regarding imposition of the
death penalty.
The decision said the state's
death penalty law makes
"death a mandatory punishment for those categories of
first-degree murder encompas•
sed by the special circumstances... without provision or consideration of evidence of mitigating circumstances.... "

You
can
too!
.... .. .Ca.II: 521·1111

What you hear may change your life!

By DAWN SIMMONS
The James E. Morrow Library's convenience and quietness must appeal to Marshall
students in the week preceding
and during finals.
The week or two before finals
are when the librarians are busiest, according to Elizabeth J.
Hill, reference librarian. "Students are finishing up term
papers, book reports and the
like," she said.
During finals week, students
come to the library more for
studying than for use of library
materials, she added.
The library has advantages
over some of the other places
students choose to study, Hill
said.

Folksinger
toMaryperform
Holderby, MU's folk-

singer guitarist in residence,
will peftorm today and
Monday in the Coffee House at
Ratlett, Coffee House Committee chairman.
According to Holderby, "I've
performed in the Coffee House
and the Mountain Heritage
Folk Festival in 1973. My
friends enjoy it, so I play for
them."
Holderby will perform with
David Scherrep in adebut duo
performance. "He writ s his
own music, and I know much
of it was influenced by Donovan.
I've known him for about 10
years, and I know he is
interested in a peforming
career," she continued.
8:30 p.m., according to Jean

''It's certainly quieter," Hill
said. "If students are missing
information from their notes
they are right in the library and
can look information up with no
trouble. Reference materials
arc easily attainable."
Another advantage of the
library is that students are not
so easily side tracked as in other
places, such as the dormitory
where socializing is extrem~.
Hill said.
Sometimes achange of scene
helps, Hill said. Students can
get away from the normal distractions, like the telephone and
television.

Karen S. Richards. St. Albans
iunior. plans to use the library's
facilities "for the simple reason
that it's alot quieter.''
Larry J. Joseph, Charleston
sophomore, said that he too
plans to use the library for
studying during finals week
because "it's quieter and there
are less distractions. Ican get
alot more done in the library.''
Doug W. Lovejoy, Hamlin
senior said "I find it"a lot easier
to study here in the library. It
has a good study atmosphere
and I can get a lot more
accomplished."

l?tJCI: 130L

'' Bn,1ce Bolen is an excellent
guitarist.' He's.got hia 01'r

bag and he;s got a grNI
thing going."
Stop in for sonae free udvlr~
and some fantastic entertainment. One of the ro11n1ry•~
foremost gu11ariste, llrure
Bolen, wi,II tell you how le
look and listen for u
and show you ho• le
play it once you find it. •
PLACE: Pied.Piper
DAT!:.9:30Thurs,to s:30
Dec. 9
111lt■r

tlf;edll ,
TIME:

11(1
Happy Holidays'!

'

11r1
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Iftoryou'
r
e
looking
achallenge at
Marshall University

.

*ENROLL IN MILITARY SCIENCE (MS) ~ 04
Section 4904, Spring Semester
~an participate without formally enrolling at registrationbut one hour credit not given. Just come to first class.)

***

***

***NO WRITTEN EXAMS
NEW SKILLS*._
***MOSTLY OUTDOORS***
FUN""**
Come to Gullickson Hall 215 for the start of these cl~sses:
SKILLS TAUGHT.
DATE
TIME
Water Survivai (bring -swimsuits) •
Jan 22 (Saturday) 9AM to 1PM
Machine gun, rifle and pistol firing
Feb 19 (Saturday) 9AM to 1PM
Mar 19 (Saturday) 9AM to 1PM
Rappelling &Rope Bridges
Apr 16(Saturday) 9AM to 1PM
Olympic Orienteeringuse of map and compass
Want more info? Send your name and address to:
Military Scienc~ Department
thru Campus Mail ~- another
student will contact yqu.

***

MAIL
I• CLIPGu·lARMYANDlicksonROTC
Hall
I1
1
I~1iii-..i.iiihorr.......i
---■

TO■-

Name ___________ Ag•----Address----------------City _ _ _;_______________...,.~
Slate ____ Zlp_,____'Phone _____,_
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MMI TOURNAMENT

By ROCKY STANLEY
If earl\' season results present any means to gauge the
outcoml' ot I0th annual Mar•
shall Memorial Invitational
Tournament beginning Friday
at 7 p.m.. Marshall's Thundering Herd must be rated an
underdog.
The Herd, which has four
days of practice to get in tune
for Friday's nightcap battle
with Columbia. is coming off
consecutive losses to 1'forth
Carolina and Morehead State.
Meanwhile. ca,·h of the
Pl'ma111ing teams in the MMI
field show winning marks as of
Tuesda~·.
Marshall will he attempting
to regain the MMI JUprcmac,v
it surrendered last year when
the two-day tournament gets
Ross Scaggs
underway at Memorial Field
House.
The Thundering Herd had Univcrsitv ended the winning
won six of eight tournaments streak last year. 78-77 in over.ind the strah1ht before Xavier time. Kent State went on to

Tournament
ticket price
cut to $3

Tickets for the Marshall
Memorial Invitational Tournament (MMI) have been reduced this vear, Director of
Alumni Hfairs, Dr. Everett
Rou~h. qid.
Rou~h s.tid the tickets,
which are on sale in the
Memorial Student Center lobby. have been reduced to $3
(as compared to $5 for last
year) for both nights of the
tournament or $2 per night.
The tournament will begin
Friday.
R<'11,h said thP ~uccess of
the M,irshall Memorial lnvita-

tional Tournament has "allowed the Alumni Association
to initiate a variety of projects
and activities to enhance and
supplement the University program.
During the past four years,
funds generated by the MMl
have been allocated for grants
to both the athletic and music
departments, Marshall University activities promotions, student recruitment, other Marshall needs and a Cam
Henderson scholarship.
In conjunction with the tenth
annual tournament, Roush
said there will be a free
basketball workshop Saturday
at IO a.m. in Gullickson Hall.
Instructors in the workshop
are the coaches of the four
teams in the MMI Tournament, said Roush.
The workshop has been a
feature of the tournament for
several years, Jim Haughton,
coordinator of the clinic for the
MMI, said. He said last year
over 500 attended.
"We're hoping for an even
bigger turnout this year,"
Houghton said.

defeat Xavier for the championship. while MU downed
Fordham in the consolation
game.
O,cr the nine tournaments,
Marshall teams own a 15-3
mark. The Herd will be trying
to recapture its tournament
form against Columbia. which
owns a 2-1 record through
games up to this week. Returning visitor Idaho State (2-1)
takes on Gcor~ia Tech (1-0) in
the opening first round game.
The championship game will
be Saturday at 9 p.m .. preceded by the 7 p.m. consolation contest.
Having dropped its last two
decisions. Marshall will enter
the MMI with a losing record
for only the second time in 10
years. The other losing occasion was a 2-3 record before
the 1969 tourney. Marshall
finished third that year, losing
to Oklahoma in the first round.

"If there is one thing that
has been characteristic of our
plav. it has to be that we 'vc
had a group of individual
efforts and not a sustained
team effort." said MU assistant coach Jim Simmons.
"The four practice days this
week will definitely helJ us,
bceausc there arc a lot of
things that we'll be working
on. Overall, the players just
haven't learned to play together and act as aunit yet."
Despite the 20 and 18 point
losses in the Herd's last two
outings. Simmons said he is
not overly worried about the
early season results.
"There were bright points in
both the North Carolina and
Morehead games,'· Simmons
reflected. "They certainly
weren't embarra~sing losses.
We lost to two extremely good
ball clubs."

Georgia Tech, ISU foes

team before they balloted, to tell
them to take aclose look at the
whole team, to consider who
they felt contributed the most
team effort this fall.
"I can't say enough about
Wayne Sparks. He was by far
our most consistent performer
this year and was the key to our
defense," Ellwood continued.
"He has great determination
and played some great football
games.''
Sparks is the second straight
defensive player to win the MVP
award. Steve Morton, also a
defensive tackle, was the 1975
MVP.
Sparks, who played fullback
and linebacker at Portsmouth
West High School, was recruited as alinebacker. He made the
switch to defensive tackle his
sophomore year.
As a physical education

By ROCKY STANLEY
Marshall's Thundering Herd
will be out to recapture the
Marshall Memorial Invitational
tournament crown this ""eeke.nd
in the 10th annual MMI, but MU
\von't be the only attraction in
this year's tourney.
One of the nation's top big
men, some exciting sophomores
from Columbia and an unbeaten
Georgia Tech team invade the
Field House to battle for honors.
Marshall and Columbia (Friday's second game) will be
meeting for the first time.
'Coach Tom Penders' Lions
were 2-1 enterng Tuesday
night's game with Connecticut,
having beaten CCNY 100- 75
and highly regarded Rutgers
85-75, before losing to Iona
College
•' From84-69.
all indications Colum-

b1a is amuch improved team as
they proved by beating Rutgers," said MU assistant coach
Jim Simmons.
Columbia features a sophomore-laden lineup, topped by
former New York all-city standout Ricky Free. The 6-4½
swingman, who is in his first
year of varsity competition
because of Ivy League rules,
scored 24 points and grabbed 10
rebounds in his first game.
The Lions could start as many
as four sophomores with 5-8
guard Alton Byrd, 6-5 forward
Juan Mithcell and 6-5 forward
Shame Cotner. Junior center
Elmer Love is the premier
returning letterman, along with
6-4 Dave Hassan.
Huntington area fans are
familiar with Idaho State and
~ven foot center Steve Hayes
from their appearance in the

major, Sparks would like to get
into coaching someday. In
additon, Sparks is enrolled in
Reserved Officer Training Corps
program at MU and is obligated
for two years of active duty after
he gradu ,tes.
Sparks' sports interests are
not limited to football. In high
school, he was afirst baseman
on the baseball team, aforward
on the basketball team, and
threw the shotput and discus on
the track team.
Recently, Sparks has taken up
another sport, amateur boxing.
His boxing record stands at 2-1
with both wins coming via
knockouts, while his loss came
in the February Golden Gloves
tournament at Memorial Field
House.
Sparks is married, and he and
his wife Cathy have one
daughter.

least IO rl'hnunds ca,·h from to lose strength. but he's been definitely be playing more beboth (Mikel Marz and (Daye) giving us an outstanding ef. cause he has worked very hard
. and made things happen when'
Milin." Simmons said. "The fort...
point guard situation has been
s been in there."
i2
another big problem. "Ross The 6-4 swingman is MU's he'Concerning
edge the'J1111
(Scaggs) did agood job agamst leading scorer with a 19.7 Herd might the
have in thel.C'l'(
Morehead and he'll be starting average. while miss111g a large two-game tournament,
Sim- '>rll
if his ankle is healed enough." period of action. Also in
pointed to the home•tcll
(Scaggs sustained the iniury m double figures arc Major with mons advantage
as a big plus .nit
the first half of the game and 13 points per game and guard court
in Marshall's attempt to regain..
missed the remainder of the Charlie Novak at 11.7. Miller the
MMI crown.
,om
contest.)
is scoring at a 9 points per
b1M
game clip. while Marz has ··Anvtimc we pla) in thet>£1g
Simmons added that the chipped
in
with
an
8.3
average.
house we 're a definite')11)1
Herd will be at full strength if Freshman Barry Hamler has field
he said. "I've been qot
Scaggs is able to return to the provided strong reserve play. threat."
very pleased with the crowdit.:>'{
lineup and the lineup may be including
a9.3 average.
support because they're hke a:? ot
juggled somewhat.
man for the team.
"Barry is just really pushing sixth
Junior College transfer Greg some
They've been a super group2
people for a starting and
Young has been the Herd's role."
deserve some wins.·· >11(1?
Simmons
said.
"He'
l
l
,~rn
offensive sparkplug, despite·
___________r.1!>1
fighting a bout with intestinal
'I/&
flu from the outset.
~
oq
.'>2
"Greg had a real good
Buy ¥eur BesrGirl ADiamond
practice Monday," Simmons
ni
said. "The flu has caused him
For Christmas
nil
oq
Diamonds Wholesal"
c)f
!Discounted 50% and More!]
For appointment call Phidge Taylor
,2
1304! 525-8700 [evenings] [606] 329-3411 !day]
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Wayne Sparks

In the social division, Jim
Wailee, of Sig Eps, won the
5'9" over Chuck Ratcliff of the
Pikes. In the 5' 10" section, Dan
Rooker, Pikes, defeated Chuck
Johnson, Pikes. And Sky
Fisher, Sig Eps, defeated Mark
McVey, also of Sig Eps.
The intramural free throw
contest was last night.

Enjoy a
16 oz. serving
of Coca-Cola
and get aglass.
Tad<lma,ke

49c

J1x,;i¥~

Collect aset at
these locations:

:R.E ST.A.."CT:R..A..N"TS

2600 Fifth Avenue
Huntington, WV

C,A,,.,firrrc;a1Greet1no1 co,oorat on

MMI two years ago. The
Bengals lost to Oral Roberts
University in the first round, but
defeated Long Island in the
consolation game. Hayes, a
sophomore at the time, led
they way and was named to
the all-tournament team.
Hayes is carrying a 19 point
scoring average to go along with
some other impressive marks in
his final season at ISU. He also
has an 11.7rebounding average
and 57 per cent field goal
shooting success, while helping
the team to a 14 rebound
average but«e over opponents
this season.
Coach Jim Killingsworth's
squad lost its opener to Brigham
Young 102-84, but has rebounded with a97-63 romp over Ohio
Northern and a 77-64 win over
Fresno State. Idaho State plays
the nationally-ranked Louisville
Cardinals tonight before flying

to Huntington.
Also on the front line for the
Bengals. wilt be 6-7senior Greg
Griffin and 6-5 sophomore
Brand Robinson. Both are
averaging 10-7points per game.
Anchoring the backcourt is 6-3
senior Ed Thompson with a 12.3
scoring average ..
Idaho State's first round
opponent, Georgia Tech, won its
only game two weeks ago,
64-43, over rival Georgia.
Coach Dwane Morrison's team
owns two prior wins over the
Bengals.
Sophomore guard Tico Brown
and 6-8 senior center Jim Wood
keyed the Yellow Jacket's win
with 20 and 19 points, respectively. Seniors Ray Schnitzer
and Randy Foster contributed
nine points apiece in the win,
while reserve Lenny Horton
scored six points as the team's
sixth man.

!Earn up to $60 amonth.I,

Help yourself
by helping others.
Receive up to $60 amonth by
donating on aregular blood
plasma program.
Call for appointment to fit
your class schedule. We have a
new bonus program.

Hollyl-lobb••®

ni
lo

Call for appointment 697-2800
7a.m.to3pm.
Bring student ID

HYLAND Center
Donor

631 Fourth Awenue

0 ne
UJ

~

Intramural
play ends
Men's one-on-one basketball

competition has been completed
in intramural action, with
winners in both the dorm and
social divisions.
In the dorm division, Cecil
Adkins won the 5'9" and under,
Howard Campbell defeated
Grey Clayton for the 5'10" to 6'
section, and Robert Ptinzbach
defeated Brent Saunders for
6'1'' and over.

MU's assistant coach thinks
a great deal of the problem is
that the squad hasn't jelled in
part due to the number of new
players on the team this year.
"I think we're going to be in
pretty good shape." Simmons
commented. "We just can't
take too long in putting it together. Right now the concern
b on defense, rebounding. and
the point guard postion. The
rebounding problem was not so
pronounced at North Carolina
because we battled them pretty
well, but against Morehead I
think the guys thought they
could get it dont. without too
much effort."
Harley Major, who grabbed
nine rebounds in the Herd's
last game, has been Marshall's
most consistent rebounder.
"Harley has been carrying
the load, but we have to get at

Young Lions to test Herd

Sparks voted Herd valuable player

Wayne Sparks, senior defensive tackle, has been named
Most Valuable Player of the
1976 Marshall football season
by -a vote by the players.
Sparks, a native of Portsmouth, Ohio averaged more
than IO tackles agame over the
II game season, and had his
biggest day in the Herd's
impressive win over Miami
when he was in on 17 tackles.
The selection of Sparks as
MVP came as no surprise to
head coach Frank Ellwood.
"Not when Itake alook at the
things Wayne did for our team
on the field and the leadership
he provided for us.
·'This is the most important
award we have because his
teammates voted on it,'' Ellwood said. "The only part Itook
in the election was to talk to the

Marshall hopes to recapture crown
despite rough going in early season

Columbia Records'
Concert Special

Nct
r
'
Kansas
' Leftoverture;'

album 29
a-track
just 529
just 4
ALSO SPEC/ALLY PRICED
' Kansas'' ' Song for America'' ' Masque''
HOLIDAY SHOPPING HOURS:
Dec. 8thru Dec. 17 10:00am to 10:00 pm daily Sat. 10:00am to 6pm
Monday, Dec. 20 thru Thursday, Dec. 23 10:00am to 6:00pm

The merriest of Christmases from the folks at Opus One.
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A'hearing'

Sigma Kappa's
win 5th 'follies'

Sigma Kappa sorority cap- sophomore, was selected from
tured top honors for the fifth five contestants as "Miss TKE
year in a row Friday night, in Waterfollies."
Hart was selected by her
the 1976 edition of the Tau sorority
TKE coach to
Kappa Epsilon (TKE) waterfol- representandthetheTri-Sig'
s. "I was.
lics.
because I'd never
"This year, the victory was nervous
anything quite like that
more of a surprise," said done
she laughed.
Michaela Bugg, Huntington before,"
TKE President Bill Carter,
graduate student and Sigma Huntington
sophomore, said
Kappa member. ''.Many of our
of the waterfollies
top swimmers graduated last isthe topurpose
Greeks on
year, so the younger girls had campus."promote
s good publicity
to carry the load this year." and alot ofIt'fun."
Sigma Kappa won the free
said responsibilities
style relay, water polo, and 100 forCarter
the activity rests
meter comedy (an intertube withorganizing
the
vice-president,
relay race). Scores were but added TKE
"it's
achapter effort
aw rded on the basis of five. niore than just one
po ts for first, three for The MU athletic man."
se nd, and one for third place permits use of the department
each
in each event. Delta Zeta year, and aS25 fee ispool
collected
fin hed second with a21 total from
each
participating
sorority
poi ts compared to the Sigma to cover costs of trophies,
Ka pa total of 30.
to Carter.
gma Sigma Sigma (Tri- according
In addition to awarding
Linda Hart, Huntington trophies to Hart and the Sigma
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Senior recitals Marshall
Student &Employee
show
proficiency
DISCOUNT
COUPON
Mattew Brooks, Ceredo sen- music faculty to determine an audience by only one stu•

Linda Hart
Kappas, TKE selected the
Alpha Chi Omega sorority to
receive a plaque for "best
cheering section."
According to Carter, each
fraternity member has one vote
in determining winners in
queen and cheering competition.
Following the event, TKE
sponsored a TGIF at1 its
fraternity house.

journalism grant
TTW floors The$500
Department of Journal- of the case and the amount of
ism
at
Marshall
University
has money to be awarded.
Christmas thebeenReader'
awarded S500 erant from "Any student who needs to
s Digest Founda- travel to complete a news retion, according to Dr. Dery] R. search project may apply for
t~instivities
Leaming, chairman of the de• money to offset the cost of travel
as well as incidental expenses
Towers West will climax partment.
a

is the first time Marshall
its Christmas festivities with hasThisreceived
fl parties Wednesday even- "Grants willthebegrant.
made out <Df
ing;Joan Pyles, resident director this fund to students
to cover
o(fwin Towers West, said.
expenses for news rei,tyles said all floors in the their
projects," Dr. Leaming
dormitory will begin their search
said. The awards wilt to stuCh ·stmas parties around 9p.m. dents
compiling matf;rial for
W nl"Sday.
programs or stories for the
fylt:s said social fees from news
Parthenon that require extenT nTowrs West's funds wilt sive
research and travel.
be sed to provide trays of cold Astudent
must apply for the
cu for each floor. She said the grant
in order to receive it. An
tr~s of luncheon meats, application
be made to the
ch~se, relishes and bread will departmentmust
explaining the probe prepared by South Hall's ject and expenses.
departcafeteria service, headed by ment will determineThe
the tnerits
Bea
twinChurch.
Towers West is also
having competition between
floors in decorating for the
Christmas season, Pyles said.
She said residents from each Campus Crusade for Christ
floor have decorated the walls in (CCC) will conduct its Christmas
front of the elevators.
Dec. 28-Jan. 1at the
Pyles said w4,aes will visit conference
downtown Hilton in Cincinnati,
each floor Tuesday afternoon. Ohio,
according
to Lem Howard,
"Monetary prizes for first,
campus director.
second. and third pl,aa:s will be interim
Open to all college students,
awarded."
'fl!
the
cost
will
be a SlS
Adecorating party wu held
fee and S6.SO per
Sunday evening in Twin Towers registration
night
for
the
hotel
West to decorate the two Howard said'. Reservationsroom,
and
Christmas trees and walls in the the
fee should be
lo by, Pyles said, She said all givenregistration
Andy Lazare, Twin
te idents were invited to parti-· TowerstoEast
Room 1117, by
ciliate in the decorating. Hot Dec. 10, he added.
chbcolate, punch and doughnuts Spellkers for the conference
were provided for those resi• will be Dave Sunde, regional
d«;mts who participated in director for CCC; Frank Kifer,
decorating the lobby, she said. director of the CCC European
~

related to the project itself,"
Leaming said.

Fellowshio set

The University Christian Fellowship (UCF) will have a
Christmas party for the members Saturday at 8p.m. at the
home of Dr. Hugh B. Springer,
37 Hamill Road, according to
Monica J. Wilton, UCF secretary and Charleston junior.
Wilton also said the regular
UCF meeting scheduled for
Wednesday has been canceled.

whether or not they are ready to
Jennings said.
give their recitals, Taggart said. dent,
Malana Henderson, Kenova
The faculty hearing deter- senior
and music major, remines the degree of student cently gave her senior recital.
accomplishment. The most "Recitals are good in one way
accomplished students give and in another way they're
their recitals alone, and others not." she said. "They're not
do their recitals together, good for persons not interested
Taggart said. Those students in performance but they're good
that the faculty feels are not because you get achance to be
ready to give their recitals have in front of people."
to wait another semester and be "Senior recitals should not be
screened again, Taggart added. required of education majors,"
Taggart said the level of
Morgan, Huntington
performance by the students says Debi
graduate. "Education
was not expected to be music
majors generally do not intend
professional, but that it was to become professional perexpected to be high. He added formers, and should not have to ,
that the main purpose of recitals masquerade
as such."
was for the students to exper- Morgan suggested
ience performance at a higher students be allowed tomusic
gi,
level.
senior recitals on an electiv<!
There are three types of basis--only
if
the
student
wants
recitals students may give if
if the music
selected to give a recital, to give one.asandawhole,
faculty
according to Paul Jennings, MU department
and
students,
feel
the effort
staff manager--a studio recital, would be worthwhile,
and
a half recital, or an entire entertaining.
recital.
"I personally know of some
Astudio recital is given in a students
who
asked
to
be
faculty member's office in exempted from this public
front of a limited number of performance policy in favor of a
people. Ahalf recital is given in studio or closed recital, and
front of an audience with two or were
that choice,"
more students involved, and an Morgandenied
continued. "I didn't
entire recital is given in front of want
to give arecital. I don't
mind singing solos, but a half
hour is ridiculous in my case,
and in others' as well. Required
performances once ayear at the
campu■/~riefly
weekly recitals would provide
plenty of 'higher level' experiencP'' --By LYNN SCAGGS
Work study checks are The journalism department's
usuaJly in on the 20th of every Christmas
will be today in
month but if the checks are in Room 311 party
Smith Hall for all
before then, they will be dismajors and faculty.
tributed, according to Richard journalism
This
year'
s
party
will feature
D. Vass, director of finance. a skit by the faculty,
a gift
If any student would like to exchange and, of course, Santa.
have their check mailed to them Refreshments are being pro- Hodges Hall has revived its
at home, during the holiday vided .J,y The Society of Pro- Christmas spirit this year, Mike
vacation, they can take a self- fess
Journalists, Sigma Santori, resident director for
addressed, stamped envelope to DeltaionChial and
The National Ad- Hodges Hall, said.
Room 121, Old Main, according vertising Society,
Alpha Delta Santori said he purchased
to John F. Morton, assistant Sigma.
three Christmas trees this
director of fmancial aid.
weekend, and office workers
will decorate thetrees.
He said therewill be one tree
Applications for students in the lounge on first floor, one
University Council will meet wishing to work in the new stu- tree in the football players'
Thursday at 10 a.m., according dent orientation program are lounge, and one tree in his
to Dr. Richard 0. Comfort,
until 4p.m. Friday. apartment.
chairman of the council and available
The applicant must have a2.5 "It is my understanding that
professor of sociology and grade point average. The appli- ttooiits Hall did not have any
anthroi,olog .
cations can be picked at the Christmas decorations Its yea
The meeting was originally
so Iwanted to do something this
scheduled for 1p.m. but was Associate Dean of Students year," Santori said.
changed to 10 a.m. because of a office.
Workers for the second He said the lounge downstairs
conflict of meetings. The semester orientation will be re- will also be decorated with
meeting will be in Smith Hall, quired to work with the new Christmas lights, pine boughs
Room 161.
and "fake" snow.
students and guide tours.

ior and music major, feels senior
music recitals are of "ultimate
importance," and his opinion is
shared by the Marshall music
faculty.
Dr. James Taggart, associate
professor of music, agrees with
Brooks on the impirtance of
recitals. "We as faculty members feel public performance is
extremely important for anyone
in muiic," Taggart said.
Dr. Paul A. Balshaw, professor of music. also feels recitals
are of "vital importance." "The
opportunity for a musician to
demonstrate his craft and art is
absolutely essential to his
musical training," Balshaw
said.
The Marshall senior music
recital is given by MU music
education majors, usually in
their seventh semester, according to Taggart. A30-minute
minimum recital is required at
Marshall for all music education
majors, while some schools
don't require it, Taggart said.
Taggart also said proficiency
in professional music performance is as important to future
teachers as it is to future
performers.
All senior music majors must
have ahearing before the MU

~
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Work checks

Journalists

Hodges Hall
revives
Yule spirit

FREE DRINK
LARGE,(SAVE
COLD30') II
IIr-------------------,
I
I
I'L 11Large
Big Shel
I
French Fries JI
With the purchau of

-----•clip &Save-----HUNTINGTON
1330 3rd Avenue
2705 E.5th Avenue
116 5th Avenue

The~e 's more to like at Burger Chef~

~@[?VOCs@0@a~@r@~. f iJJ ~LU@. ~.; ,fl~'i
FREE PARKING
_THE DAY YOUR CAR IS BEING WORKED ON

I

a
fresh
idea
foroneveryone
your
shopping list

The
Glass Onion
at the top of JJ•s on 16th St.
Live Entertainment

SILVER

Appearing
Wed., Thur., Fri. &Sat.

.Ii. .THURSDA
. . . . . . . y. .ONL. . .y. . .II
II ALL LEGAL BEVERAGES I

i1.1..../2.......off
. . . . . . . . .i
FROM 9pm to MIDNIGHT

~

RELATIVE
SPECIAL TITLES
___ Mother __________ Fine Folks
___ Father
House to House
___ Wife
Neighbor
___ Sweetheart
From Our House
____ Husband
Across the Miles
---- Parents
Special Friend
..o1111a.---- Sister. Sister &
Baby's First
Husband
Bondholder
_ Brother, Jlrother
Moneyholder
&Wife
Christmas Cheer
Daughter,
Christmas Birthday
Daughter &
Teacher
Husband
Boss
- Son, Son &Wife
Doctor
-Grandmother ____ Gift Enclosure
RELIGIOUS TITLES
---Rosary
___________
Priest
-------Sister
_____ Cousin _________
Pastor
_____ Aunt_ Uncle __ In God's Service
_____ Godparents __ Minister and Family
_____ Godchild ____ Pastor and Wife

Premium Retreads
Shock Absorbers
011 &Lubrication
State Inspection
Air Conditioning Service
Under Coating
BAC-MC•Budget Plan

Engine Tune Up
Brake Service
Muffler Service
Front End Alignment
Straight Axle-Alignment
High Speed Wheel Balonclng
Tire Truing

ALL SERVICES GUARANTEED
MlCHELIN TIRES
CREDIT TERMS
ASK FOR DICK OR JOE--MARSHALL GRADS

--= -=~

~~

.

20th St. at 4th Ave. 529-2479

[?00D@@l?v□es@ □ m@00®w0lbC@ [;)[i'□es@0

Council to meet Workers wanted
CCC Christmasministry;meeting
and Tim Timmns,
founder of Maximum Life Communications (a counseling service), Howard said. ·
Stui;\e~ts needing rid odie
conference should' contact Lazare, according to Howard.
Howard said students will
need aBible, notebook, casual
clothes and money for meals.

KENOVA
1101 Oak Street
BARBOURSVILLE
6435 Rt. 60 East

WIFAMI
LDEMESS
LY
Tonight
The Adventures or the

7:00-9:00

Final Week
FRIDAY MIDNIGHT

''FILLMORE''
Dili•dfl'(J(Ji ~ lt«S
Of'(l{/'IS

LADY
SINGS
THE
BLUES

BEST FEATURE DO

"MARVELOU
... REMARKABLE!
-Archer
Wmsten.NYPOS
"UNDENIAB
SENSATIONAL!
- DAILY NE

EMANWIIOSKI
DOWN

Our Festival 0

__ Boxed Christmas Cards -Christmas Gift Wrap
_Tags, Seals, and Tape -Christmas Party Goods
__ Christmas Ribbon &Bows

MU'

Merry Christmas from

Marshall University Bookstore

OPEN THRU THE HOLIDAYS

Daily 1:45
4:10-6:35
9:00
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Tuition waiver .- MINI
may be subsidy IFIDS
Mandel case ends;
mistrial declared

BALTIM ORE - Amis-trial
declared
Tuesda~ case
in theof
.was
political
corruption
Gov.
Marvin
Mandel
and
four
others, but federal prosecutors
said
theyretrial."
"will naturally seek a
prompt
U.S. Dist. Judge John H.
Pratt agreed with defense
lawyers
atgued
might be who
affected
by a jurors
televiPhoto by BRENDA PAINTER sion
newscast they saw about
alleged attempts at jury tamThe City of Huntington is preparing for the Christmas season by pering
in
favor
of
the
defenddecorating the downtown mall area as well as the usual street ants.
decorations. This is the fll'St Christmas since the new mall area Pratt's decision came as
was completed.
proceedings entered their 92nd,
day.
There may have been other
instances in which jurors heard

Christmas
in the mall

of the alleged fixing, Pratt
said.television
and that incident
combinedFriday
with
the
evening
made
it
impossible
for
Mandel
fair
trial.and the others to get a
"It's
just
a
shock
that
it'
over,'' said one juror whos
wouldn't give his name.
like towayhavethrough
seen it
go"Ithewouldwhole
myself," said another, Larry S.
Straitiff, 26. We
"Weshould
heardhave
the
prosecution.
heardside;
the wedefense.
one
ought toWebeheard
able
to hear the other side. We
didn'
t ask towecomefeltdown
here.
Once
we should
finish here,
it.''

CHARLESTON, W.Va. Ascholarship program created
byWesttheVirginia
legislature
to aidstudents
needy
college
has ofturned
into a subsidy for
out
state students.
That was Chancellor Ben
Morton's Tuesday
assessment
of the
program
in seeking
Board
of
Regents
approval
waivean tuitions
schoolcollege
yearto
for
estimatedthis2,000
and university students.
that while
56 Hepertold
centtheof board
the scholarships
are
Virgin-of
ians,awarded
that is onlyto 19West
per cent
the
dollar
value
of
the
tuition
waivers.
He
said
41
per
cent
of
the
scholaships go to out of state
students, and the dollar value
of those represent 80 per cent

Smith Hall may receive Supreme Court Balloo
new
elevator by next fall rules on pregnancy Sale
NOW TILL
to

"A possibility exists that a
second elevator will be added
Smith Hall within the next
j'ear, according to Karl J.
'Egnatoff, director of physical
.plant operations.
.The plausibility of a second
~levator is being studied by
.Dean &Dean architects, and,
l:gnatoff said, "If the plan of
;!n added elevator in Smith
~all is mechanically feasible,
we might have one by next
Efall."
J::tvould
· _'fhc second
elevator probably
bt. attachecl to the
1lutside of Smith Hall on the
southwest corner over the
~oµnge, with aramp leading to
ijt: from Old Main, Egnatoff
giaicf.
wAn additional elevator is
,.desirable for several reasons,
~gn11toff ~aid, citing the allevi.Q\tion of some of the traffic
5!Jroolcms found in Smith Hall.
q-t~lso would make the building
c:JITore ea~ily accessible to the
,.i,andicapped, he added, and it
•would make travel between
~

Smith Hall and Old Main
easier.
Regardless of whether anew
elevator is added to Smith
Hall. the operation of the
present elevator and escahtor
system needs to be reviewed
because there are a number of
things that can be done to

Waldheim" to head
UN for second term

UNITED the
NATIONS
Kurt
Waldheim,
Austrian- diplomat who has tangled with the
United
States
over
Vietnam
and other issues during his five
years
secretary-general, wonas U.S.
a second
term as
leader
of
the
world body
Tuesday.
The Security
Council recommended
the 57-vear-old
Wald':
heim for re-election in the
second
round
of
secret
voting
after a first-round veto by
China, diplomats said. But the

Almanac

Mic,cellaneous

Meetings

Students enrolled in Recreation 319 will have a meeting
today at 3 p.m. in Gullickson
:2::i ~- H~ll Room 121.
-,~·.;. The Association for Child~o6dhaveEducation
___~i, ..g8 &tU
ameetingInternational
today at 4
~ 1:.. _p.m. in Jenkins Hall Room
~"'
.
2
1.
o
.
. -"·.,
" t:f :-1..Kappa Delta Phi, educational
'.;: ~ · honorary. will have a Christ., mas Meeting Thursday at 7:30
p.m. at 2422 Spring Valley
Drive.

;?:''~

Concerts
,-.;
. -, . -·
-~;.,~ . . ;:: Carl Fields, trumpeter, and

-

~ (

~

~"':"' :i:::, Clieri Smith, clarinetist, will

.:~.., pr~sent their senior recitals
..! ::j Thursday at 8 p.m. in the
":-.. ;. Smith Recital Hall.

Santa's Holiday Bowling
Tournament will be at the
Memorial Student Center
Lanes from g:J0 a.m. to midnight. Competition will end
Tuesday, Dec. 14.
Holiday Mixed Scotch
Doubles Bowling Tournament
will be Sunday from 1 to 9
p.m. Interested students and
faculty can sign up at the
Memorial Student Center Recreation desk or call 696-6667.
Competition for the Round
Robin Holiday Table Tennis
Tournament and the Holiday
Eight Ball Tournament is at
the Memorial Student Center
Recreation Area from 8:30 a.m .
to midnight .

:''.t..,.;-i: e.itc--. Coffee House

~.- 3= Schcrrep will appear at the

• 0

-, ON · Mary Holderby and David

Coffee House Wednesday and
Monday.
There will be a disco at the
Coffee House Sunday from
7:30 to 10 p.m.

Greeks

~

.:;:

'

Tau Kappa Epsilon will have
its annual Christmas Party Friday at the TKE house after the
MU basketball game.
Tau Kappa Epsilon will have
a ski trip to Snowshoe Saturday.

>
: :.

t~; ,
~

II
II
II
I
~1,,. I
:o ;- -I115 o/c /~--.
, -~-,-'.~1i
,.§::[··I OFF
I
_t ~g, -..-:---------..
Gates· I
4, Garden
-~ . . 1
New·Downtown
1-Plant &Gift Shop
___, c

300 12th St across from Ponderosa
open till 9:00 each nite , •
Sunday 1:00-7:00
; \ .• .,_

,11_.7.

',!. ,.

~g;.:

I•
0

■-

0

L----------1

Opportunity
Commission
in
supporttheofdecision
women
workers,
called·
"the
.most
signigicant reversal women's
rights groups
courts.'
' have had in the

0

CHRISTMAS

line

Jay to leave
foundation
post
CHARLESTON-Gov. -elect

John D. Rockefeller IV has told
the
Foundation
he
will Rockefeller
keep a campaign
promise
and
resignpriorfromtothetaking
board office
of directors
Jan.Rockefeller,
17, 1977. who has been a
member
of thegave
foundation
since
July 1968,
the notice
Monday while attending a
foundafion
meeting
in
New
York.
TheisWest
Virginia
governorelect
the only
member
of the
Rockefeller family serving on
the board of direcfors.

unit Koss ESP9 Phones. Empire
2000EI Ill stylus 4 Months old. $1500
or trade fo; compact auto 525-6535.
FOR SALE: GAF (LCM) 35 mm.
Camera, Good buy. Just used for J
Class. Selling for $150. Retails for
$239.95.Call 525-6240 after 5p.m.

PLAINS-President-elect
hall. "People in Plains
Carter'
s kidmayoral
brother, election
Billy, lostto city
probablyCarters
think winning
they've elecgot
the Plains
enough
the town'
s barber Monday by a tions."
90-71
margin.
Billy
Carter
lost
A.L.
Blanton,controller.
who is also
"l think I cost himsuccessful
the elec- traffic
He anwon aira
tion,"
second two-year
politiciansaidinthethe more
family.
$SO-a-month
job. term in the
'Tm sorry told
you hislost,"
the abrother
"I thinkwho'
it's stough
to win with
Presient-elect
39-year•
president,"
the
old brother at a win-or-lose President-elect said. "I think I
celebration
in
Billy
Carter's
cost
him
the
election.
He
would
service station next door to the have made agreat mayor."

'°

Health Foods &Natural Vitamins

•WHOLE GRAIN 8RE4D5•5TONEGROUND FLOURS•R4W HONEY•R4W
SUG4R•FRUIT JUICES•R4W 8R4N•WHEAT GERM•BROWN RICE•HERB
TEAS • N4TURAL YOGURT • FOOD SUPPLEMENTS • PROTEIN SUPPLEMENTS• 5E4 SALT• NUTS &C4NOY•GRANOLA• BREWERS YEAST•
DIET AIDS--SALT FREE FOOOS•HEALTH &NUTRITION BOOKS.

NATURAL NUTRITION CENTER

1102 - 20th St. FR~:::;:tO Ph. 523-6913

The NEW THINGS
Are
GOOD
THINGS
Try the new at Shoney's!
good things
at Shoney swith

these SPECIAL
Swith
PLATIER
Prices-off Coupons. FISHERMAN
Two
tender
filetsServed
fried
shrimp
and fish
oysters.
with

IT'S A SHONEY PHILOSOPHY
THAT THE CUSTOMER IS FIRST.
THIS INCLVDES, OF COURSE,
GIVING OUR PATRONS WHAT
THEY WANT.
OUR HARD-WORKING MAR·
KET PEOPLE TELL US THESE
ITEMS ARE WHAT YOU WANTI
THE COUPONS
WILL GIVE YOU A
CHANCE
TO
SEE IF
WE WERE
RIGHT!

tartar sauce, cocktail sauce, Frel!ch
fries, tossed salad with choice of
dressing and Grecian bread.
Offer (\ood Thru Dec. 30, 1976

2.79

SPECIAL NOTICE

OPEN \~·--·,
10-6 Sat.

I0-9 Mon-Fri

PLAN A LOOK AT ALPHA TAU

OMEGA: We are planning aparty for
anyone wanting to know more about
the newest and most dynamic fraternity on campus. Interested? Call
522-2806 for more information,
APARTMENT FOR RENT: For secon
semester; close to campus; furnished
$155/month.Call 523-1021 after 5p.m
ROOMATE NEEDED: to share aone

bedroom apartment. Next to campus.

Call 529-0602.

HUNTINGTON BICYCLE CENTER,

62316th St. 525-5312. 10 a.m. to 6p.m.
Monday through Saturday. Huntington's only complete bicycle shop. Dave
Burdick, owner.

PAID FOR

BOOKS..

.-~ ..

., ~-

@

-

.,fl, .

Abed of crisp garden lettuce topped
off with carrots, chopped egg, bacon
bits andofcroutons.
Served
with
choice
dressing and
crackers.
Oller Good Thru Dec. 30, 1976

1.49

Coupons good
at all locations!

WAMX FM STEREO ROCK gives you
The Marshall Minute Monday through
Friday at 9:00 p.m. Rockin' 94 on your
FMrli:.I
MARKETING STUDENTS can get
valuable job experience with The
Parthenon. Salary arranged or by
commission. Contact Tom Drummond
316 Smith Hall.
FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED. One
block from campus. $70 per month,
utilities paid. Contact Sherre or Mary
529-7812.
APARTMENT FOR RENT, one bedroom. girls only, unfurnished, utilities
pa,d, close to campus. Call 522-0371.
FOR RENT: Furnished apartment to
sublet January to May. Near
Marshall. Call 529-1562 alter 5:00
p,m
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Abortio
information in Ohio, confidential, n
referral tee. 9a.m. -10 p.m. Toll fr
1-800-438-5534,

PERSONALS
TO THE BROTHERS OF Omega Psi
Phi: Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year. From The Omega Pearls,

TO THE BROTHERS OF THE HERD:

STARTING DEC. 8
BRING THEM TO

SWISS
HAM SANDWICH
Tender ham and mellow Swiss
Cheese topped with farm fresh
relish and mustard served on a
sesame seed bun

FOR SALE: Component stereo
system. Sansui receiver/amplifier, .39
watts per channel. BSA turntable.
Electro Voice speakers, $425. Call
523-8206 after 4:30 p.m.
FOR SALE: Two Cerwin Vega 24
stereo speakers. Maple cabinets only
5months old. Cost $300 new, Will
sell for $200. also Craig 8track stereo
player/recorder. also 5 months old.
Cost $100 new. Selling for $50. Call
736-5554. Ask for Keith.
FOR SALE: Technics SL-1300
Automatic turntable w/F-15 Ortofon
cartridge, Rotel RA-611 amp w/30
watts per channel and 2ESS Tempest
Speakers $550, Call 522-9296 Ask for
Gary.

WOULD LIKE TO RENT APARTMENT for Spring Semester. Contact
Steve Reece at Box 703, Athens, WV
24712,

Carter's kid brother loses
election by 19votes

•
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Glfls items
I •°Chrlstmas
Decoratlves
II
Slash boxes
Zodlacs
'
I ·'TheOtherNudesParaphernalia
I people
"Plants and gifts for all
I
for all times."
I
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improve verticle service in
Smith Hall, Egnatoff said.
WASHINGTON-- Company
"We don't have maximum· disability and sick leave proutilization of the elevator we · grams do not have to include
have," he said, citing theoreti- coverage for pregnancy, the
cally it is only used heavil••J by Supreme
Court said
ruled Tuesday.
The court
a 6-3
faculty in the morning when
decision
a GeneralinElectric
they arrive, at noon and in the disability benefits plan that
evening when they leave.
excludes pregnancy coverage
does not violate the Civil
Rights Act or the wqual
protection safeguards of the
Constitution.
The decision brought immediate
reaction from
rights groups,
withwomen'
Karens
DeCrow,
president of the
Chinese
supported
him
on
the
National
Organization
for
next ballot, they said.
men, called it "insultingWo-to
The General Assembly will every
the country."
' Themother
court instated
that men
makefewthedays,
final decision
aformality.
but it within
is a and
women
are
treated
equally
under
such
a
plan
because
a man is pregnant, he will ,beif
Although
names hadof treated
in the same manner as
several
other thecandidates
Such adefinition
been
recent asexwoman.
discrimination
is indeedof
months,mentioned
diplomats inemerging
she said.the attorney
from
theMexican
closed President
meeting Luis
said unique,"
Linda Dorian,
former
whofederal
wrote aEqual
brief Employment
on behalf of
Echeverria was the only other the
person actually considered.

of the program's funds.
Board Member Amos Bolen
RIDES/RIDERS
said
,no
sense the
at all.program
He saidmakes
the law
RIDERS NEEDED: to New Jersey or
creating
the
scholarship
prov,c,n,ty for Christmas break. Call
gram calls for rules and Sand, 523-4479
regulations to govern distribu- RIDE NEEDED: To Washington 0. C,
tion
scholarships,
but or New York City Depart Dec. 17.
that
noof the
guidelines
have been
Will help drive &share expenses. Call
developed.
Charlie 696-4708 after 11 :00 p.m
The rules
board drawn
voted toup have
such
and
FOR SALE
member Fred Stamp Jr. of
Wheeling
urged members,
that the feelFOR SALE: 9 Keeshond puppies. 5
ings
of faculty
stu- 11eeks
old. w,11 hold till Christmas,
dents, presidents and deans be : ;a I 525-7572.
sought.
FOR SALE: BSA McDonalo 310
Morton
schoolto officials
turntable. Excellent condition, good
were
urgedsaid
last year
channel cartridge.
$40 Call 522-9317
the
scholarships
to
needy
West
Sansu1 990 rec, Tech,
Virginians but to date there FOR SALE:
table and RS67avs deck JBL
was "no change in the SL1310
L-100 speakers Pioneer SR202W
pattern."
reverb. TEAC AN60W noise red

I
Your represetative from Nebraska
Book Company will be in the textbook
dept. beginning Dec. 13, 1976.

Harley 52, Greg 41 , Mike 34, Berry
42. Don't stop, get off! Just us.
TO SB FROM DH.
Of all the times we have,
Of all that shall arrive,
We never seem to fight,
That shows our love is alive.

HELP WANTED i
IN CASE YOU TYPE ...
Thinking of vacation, but
Your cash flow's reached an end ...
Phone UNITED TALENT and
Earn enough to spend.
525-1515,

Thous~.nds of Topics

nd ior ,our up-to-date, 160
age, mail oder catalog. Enclose
1.00 ~o cover postr;pe and
andling.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC
11r2 IDAHO AV,.;., II 206
LOS AIIIGELES, CALIF. 900'26'

(213) 477-8474

Our research papers are sold for'
eearch ur oses onl

